
ords and letters-the 

stuff of conventional literacy-are 

only one category of signs and 

symbols. These are not the first kinds 

of symbols people learn to read and 

write. Children are able to interpret 

and create other kinds of symbols

such as gestures and graphics-long 

before they can read or write words 

and sentences. Consequently, teachers 

of pre-literate children see work with 

signs and symbols as integral to the 

process of developing literacy. The first 

section of this chapter reflects this 

approach. Two teachers describe their 

work on developing literacy through 

signs and symbols. 

For teachers of children who are 

emergent readers and writers, the focus 

shifts slightly. Although literacy is still 

a major concern, so are socialization 

and classroom behavior. Signs and 

symbols are used to express the rules 

and practices needed to guarantee an 

orderly classroom environment. In the 

second section of this chapter, two 

Signs, Symbols, and Codes 

teachers discuss how their students 

explored the use of signs and symbols 

to communicate classroo·m rules and 

procedures. 

For older children who have 

already acquired basic literacy, work on 

signs and symbols offers a new set of 

possibilities. These students come to 

see gestures and graphics as alternatives 

to words for the purpose of conveying 

a message. They explore how the 

elements of a graphic symbol work 

together to make its meaning clear. 

However, not all symbols are intended 

to be obvious. It is intriguing to search 

for the hidden symbols used in adver

tising and popular culture. Because 

symbol systems can be tested easily and 

rapidly, the topic offers excellent 

opportunities to engage in design. The 

third section of this chapter reflects 

this range of possibilities. 
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$igns and Symbols on the Road to Literacy 
This section includes classroom narra

tives by cwo teachers, one who works 

in an early childhood classroom and 

another who reaches special education. 

Theresa Luongo, a pre-K/K teacher, 

engaged her students in examining 

signs in their environment and in 

creating signs for use in their classroom. 

Drawing on the work of Frank Smith, 

Theresa came to see these activities as 

early experiences in reading and writing. 

Kathy Aguiar, in her work with third-

Don't Step on the Beetles! 
by Theresa Luongo 

Theresa began by conducting a walk around the neighborhood to look at signs 

and to discuss them. Next she had her students design signs that they thought 

might help to address problems in the classroom. Here is Theresa's account: 

The early childhood classroom is 

filled with signs, as is the world we live 

in. After walking around the neighbor

hood and discussing signs, I asked the 

children to think of signs we could use 

in our classroom. Interestingly, the first 

signs the students made all had to do 

with our pets. I continually ask the 

children to be gentle with the guinea 

pig, and to try to whisper near him. 

Marlon made a sign that meant, "No 

touching the guinea pig!" (See Figure 

4-1.) When I asked Marlon why he 

made his sign, he said, "You shouldn't 
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touch the guinea pig, because he will 
get scared." Many of the other signs 
also came from real needs. Previously, 
a beetle from our collection had been 
stepped on. Michelle made a sign that 
meant, "Don't step on the beetles." 

4-1: "No touching the guinea pig!" 

grade bilingual special education students, 

had a similar approach. She used symbols 

from a museum floor plan to help her 

students regard reading and writing as 

natural, non-threatening activities. 

Theresa Luongo teaches a pre-KIK class at 

Central Park East II, an alternative school 

in East Harlem, New York City. In her 

class, signs and symbols quickly became an 

engaging topic that raised the children's 

awareness of basic communication issues 

and helped to develop early literacy. 



We had a sharing session. As each 
child explained his or her sign, I 
asked why they had made that 
particular kind of sign. I think it 
inspired other children to make 
signs. Because the signs seemed to 
be for "real" purposes, they made 
sense to the kids as they were both 
making them and reading them. 

Although our classroom was 
already full of signs, I realized that 
the students hadn't made any of 
them. Often, the children copy 
things from around the room, but 
when it came to making signs, they 
thought of new signs that they 
thought were needed. They had 
somehow internalized that signs 
can play a role in controlling people's 
behavior. Therefore it seemed natu
ral to make signs about not stepping 
on the beetles or not letting the 
ladybugs out, because these were 
issues that mattered to them. 

Theresa also gave her students 

a homework assignment: 

Draw signs that you think are 
necessary at home or outside. 

Kai made drawings of some signs 
she saw on the street: "NO PARK-
1 NG," "ONE WAY," "CLEAN UP AFTER 
YOUR DOG," etc. (See Figure 4-2.) 
Then she made a sign of her own, 
which is shown in Figure 4-3. Kai's 
mother wrote down Kai's explanation: 

Tli1is is a sigi-1 to tefl peopf e .-iot 
to let tlileir dogs (a~d ptAppies) 
take a 1dtAwrp1 oi-1 tlile street. 
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4-2: Kai's drawings of signs she saw on the street 

i ..•. - - i ... r""' .. : .. '.·,r.r:-, .. ~ -
-~ .: -· ,_ '.- . .- ,~-.-~. ,-_ - ·;' ·;t 

4-3: The sign Kai designed to keep the street clean 

0'1 Kd, 
(t<Ai clicto.ttd -\\.\i~ -to hu tnom) 
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In Theresa's classroom, children have 

many opportunities to pursue their 

own interests and to make choices 

about their own learning. She regards 

technology as a subject that will arise 

naturally, as children encounter prob

lems they want to solve. As the topic of 

signs began to catch on, some children 

found new ways to use them. Often, 

Theresa sees the potential in a child's 

idea and turns it into an activity for the 

whole class. This is how she discovered 

that Shaquill was inventing new uses 

for signs in the Block Area: 

In the Block Area, students 
started using the small broken wooden 
signs we have. One sign meant 
"NO U-TURN." (See Figure 4-4.) 

Shaquill, a kindergarten student, had 
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built an arch. He placed the sign on 
top of his structure. When I asked 
him what it meant, he said, "Don't 
go underneath." Because the "U" 
was upside down, it looked like an 
arch instead of a "U"! 

I was lucky to have been in the 
Block Area at that moment. I learned 
how thoughtful Shaquill had been in 
trying to protect his arch by placing 
the sign on top. His use of the sign 
made perfect sense, and it showed 
me how connected he was to the 
study of signs. 

I learned something else from 
Shaquill. It dawned on me that the 
children could be making signs for the 
Block Area on a daily basis. The next 
day, I put together a large box for 
sign-making. Inside the box are various 
pieces of wood, sticks, glue, tape, 
paper, markers, crayons, and pencils. 

4-4: "NO U-TURN" sign 



Now the students are making signs 
for their block structures. These 

structures are important to them, 
and now they can extend their block 
work by adding signs to them. The 
students clearly understand what 

signs are used for. Also, a lot is said 

using a little bit of language or by 
using a simple picture. I realized 

that most of the signs were about 
controlling social behavior. (See 
Figures 4-5 and 4-6.) 

Many of the children saw the need 

to plan their signs on paper first, 

before making the final version. Figure 

4-7 shows Ana's initial plan for a sign 

to identify the Listening Center. Figure 

4-8 is a picture of the sign that was 

actually posted. Planning is usually an 

essential step in design. 

4-5: Ana's sign for the Block Area: 
"Don't knock down the bulldlng!" 

4-7: Ana's prellmlnary design for a sign 
for the Listening Center 
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4-6: Bria's sign: 
"No glrls In the boys' bathroom!" 

4-8: Flnal version of Ana's 
Listening Center sign 
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4-9A: Text side of Nyasia's 
"Don't Walk" sign 

------'• 

One of the basic ideas about signs and 

symbols is that there is more than way 

to represent any concept. Some children 

became intrigued with the idea of 

mulciple representations. Nyasia made 

a two-sided sign that said "Don't walk!" 

on both sides. One side used words 

(see Figure 4-9A), while the other 

expressed the same thing graphically 

(see Figure 4-9B). 
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4-9B: Graphic side of Nyasla's 
"Don't Walk" sign 

As an outcome of these activities, 

Theresa's students started noticing and 

reading signs everywhere. Drawing on 

the work of Frank Smith, Theresa rec

ognized their decoding of signs as a 

developing form of literacy. In his book 

Reading Without Nonsense, Smith offers 

a broad definition of "reading," which 

includes reading signs, maps, and 

clocks as well as books and poems 

(1997; see references for Chapter 2, 

pp. 159). Theresa writes: 



The understanding and awareness of 
signs became quite obvious during a 
recent trip to the Bronx Zoo. Every 
time we encountered a sign, such 
as "NO SMOKING," the children 
would run over to it and point it out 
to me. Some weren't sure what the 
"WHEELCHAIR ACCESS" sign meant. 
It was interesting to listen to the 
students negotiate the meaning. The 
children really worked at understand
ing the signs they encountered. 
Frank Smith talks about words being 
merely one type of symbol. I agree 
with him and his approach to reading. 
Keeping that in mind, I see the 
reading of signs as a form of literacy. 

Graphic images are only one 

category of signs and symbols. As we 

have noted in Chapter 1, every teacher 

has a method for getting the attention 

of the class. Nearly always, this method 

consists of using one or more signals 

that the teacher has selected and taught 

to the children. Theresa's signal was 

turning off the lights. As part of the 

study of signs and symbols, she wanted 

her students to come up with their 

own ideas about signals for getting 

their attention. Theresa describes her 

work in this area: 

From the very first day of school, 
I have established the rule that when 
the lights go out, everyone must stop 
what they are doing, be silent, and 
put their hands on their heads. As 
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soon as the lights go on again, the 
children may resume what they were 
doing. Often, I turn out the lights in 
order to give instructions, or to give 
a "five-minute warning" before the 
end of an activity. 

Now that the classroom routines 
are established, I feel that a safe 
environment exists. I therefore feel 
more comfortable about changing 
some of the rules. So now I will ask 
the class, "What can I do in the 
classroom to get your attention 
without shutting the lights off?" 

I'll be sure to write down the 
students' responses, and test them 
to see which one will work to get 
their attention. We'll have group 
meetings to decide which one I 
will implement to take the place of 
turning off the lights. 
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New Symbols for the Museum 
by Kathy Aguiar 

Kathy Aguiar taught a third-grade 

bilingual special education class in the 

South Bronx, New York City. Kathy 

began the year with a group of students 

who were in Special Education for the 

Kathy's work on signs and symbols 

rook place towards the end of the year, 

when these children were much more 

willing ro express themselves in all 

ways. She began with a "symbols 

puzzle," based on the Aoor plan for the 

American Museum of Natural History 

(Figure 4-10). 

Kathy made large drawings of six of first time. Many of them had been 

the symbols from the key ro the museum marginalized in general education 

Aoor plan and asked her class what classrooms and they were reluctant to 

each of these represented. Their responses, expose their difficulties in reading and 

with English translations, are shown in writing. As Kathy worked with them, 

Table 4-1. they gradually overcame some of these 

barriers. Some of this work was done in 

the context of studying mechanical 

devices and electric circuits, and is 

described in the Stuff'That Works! 

guide, Mechanisms and Other Systems. 

4-1 0: Portion of museum floor plan, lncludlng key (© American Museum of Natural History; reprinted with permission.) 
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Table 4-1 

HOW f<A-rHY'G GTlJl7~N,G IN,~RP~,W ,H~ GYMF30l-G FROM ,H~ MlJGWM FLOOR PLAN 

I 
Symbol I Sample Responses 

Jose: Entrada (Entrance) 

Freddy: Telefono (Telephone) 1111 Raul: Alga para el ofdo (Something for the ear) 

Jan: Dinosaurio (Dinosaur) 

Marina: Escalera (Stairway) 

Jan: Alga para el elevad6r (It stands for the elevator) 

Andrew: Alguien bajando escaleras (Someone walking down the stairs) 

Marina: Sitio para comer (Place to eat) 

Stephanie: Bano (Bathroom) 

Jose: Haz una linea. (Make a line.) 

Natalie: Ayuda (Help) 

■I 
Lionel: Espere para el autobus. (Wait for the bus.) 

Marina: Silla de rueda (wheelchair) 

Jose: Pasan gente con sillas de ruedas. (People with wheelchairs can go here.) 

Raul: Alguien perdi6 alga aquf. (Someone lost something here.) 

Freddy: lnformaci6n (Information) 

Stephanie: lQuien es? (Who is it?) 

Freddy: Agarrando ropa (Taking your clothes) 

Carlos: Cuarto para enganchar ropa coma una chaqueta o abrigo 

(Room for hanging up clothing such as a jacket or overcoat) 

Once I had obtained about five 
responses for each of the six symbols, 
I gave out copies of the museum map 
with the explanations of the symbols. 
I walked the students through the 
map, discussing the various parts of 
the museum. 

We began with the first symbol. 
Marina read the explanation: 
"phone." I instructed the children to 
find the symbol on the map. Carlos 

symbol was for "stairs." By looking at 
the map Jan Carlos was able to tell 
me that there was a phone next to 
the stairs. Next they found the boys' 
and girls' bathrooms. One by one, 
each symbol was found on the map. 

The students seemed to enjoy the 
activity since it involved a guessing 
game. The informal discussion helped 
me to see who was understanding 
the purposes for a symbol. It also 

stated, "The phone is next to the helped me see who was able to read 
North American Mammals." The next a map, and to follow directions using 

symbols. For homework, they were 
asked to find three symbols outdoors 
or inside their apartment buildings. 

I then asked the students to 
divide into three groups. Each group 
had the assignment of creating a 
new symbol for "phone," "restrooms," 
or "information." The "restroom" 
group worked especially well and 
seemed to have agreed on the type 
of symbol they wanted. 
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The next group I visited was the 
"phone" group. Each group member 
began to draw his or her own symbol. 
Three students drew conventional 
pay phones of the kind that would 
be found in the museum. Natalie 
drew what looked like a cell phone. 
The fifth child in the group drew a 
platano (plantain), because "it has 
the same shape as a phone." 

At this point, it became clear how 
prior knowledge and experience play 
a role in learning. Jose had no idea 
what Natalie had drawn, because he 
had never seen that kind of cell 
phone. As we continued to talk, I 
asked them about the types of 
phones they had at home. Out of 
this discussion, several other types 
of phone emerged. They finally 
agreed on two symbols. 

No symbol is cocally self-explanatory. 

In order co decode a symbol properly, 

the reader or receiver must share some 

of the context of the person who created 

the symbol. By showing her symbol to 

Jose, Natalie was testing it to see if he 

could decode it. In asking students 

what kinds of phones they had at 

home, Kathy was eliciting some of 

the background knowledge chat might 

be needed for decoding a symbol for 

a telephone. 

The final group had the most 
difficult task, which was to develop 
a symbol for "Information." They 
attempted to create this symbol by 
drawing a scene showing someone 
asking for information. (See 
Figure 4-11.) 
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4-11: Coming up with a symbol for "Information" 

sJIUSL DB 

I 
\ / 

nform 

Once everyone had finished, each 
group was asked to show their symbols 
to the other students, to see if they 
could understand them. The testers 
had no problem with the phone 
symbol. They knew what it was 
immediately. The bathroom symbol 
also presented relatively little problem. 
However, the "Information" group 
could not get their point across. The 
conversation went like this: 

TEACHER: 

What do you think these symbols are 
trying to say? 

NATALIE: 

It looks like a sc'1ool or Mall. 

ANDREW: 
••• a store ••• 

CARLOS: 
Cl,,ildre11 are w,issi11g frow, 

t"1eir pare11ts. 

JAN: 
,"1e picttAre sa~ t"1at t"1e bqi 

asked w"1ere t"1e bat"1roow, is I a11d 

t"1e girl said 1 
111t 1s over 1,,ere.11 

Jan actually came quite close co the 

intent of the symbol, which was co 

symbolize "Information" by showing 

someone asking for directions. It is not 

always easy co represent an abstract 

concept graphically. 

Trips co museums and wos are excel

lent opportunities co explore signs and 

symbols. Some teachers have distributed 

the floor plan prior to the trip and used 

it co prepare for a signs-and-symbols 

scavenger hunt at the museum or zoo. 
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$igns and Symbols as Expressions 
of School and Classroom Practice 
The next two stories have a slightly 

different focus. While literacy is still 

important to these teachers, they are 

also concerned with the potential of 

signs and symbols to solve problems in 

rhe school. Guillermina Montano, a 

fourth-grade reacher, begins with a 

symbol she has just invented: standing 

in white circle to restore order in the 

classroom. Afrer decoding chis symbol, 

the students look for situations in the 

school where a sign or symbol might 

help to implement the rules. Mary 

Flores, a special education teacher, 

What Does It Mean When I Stand 
in the White Circle? by Guillermina Montano 

Guillermina began by introducing a 

new symbol, whose meaning quickly 

became apparent to the students. Here 

is her account: 

At the beginning of the day, I 

taped a white circle, about 20 inches 

in diameter, to the floor in the front of 

the classroom. As the children entered 

the room, they asked what the circle 

was for. I answered that they would 

find out very shortly. That afternoon, 

when the prep teacher (relief teacher 

during a preparation period) relieved 

me for my prep period, I secretly 

stayed outside the room. I waited 

there to see how they would behave 

with the prep teacher. Of course, they 

started to "act out." I immediately 

re-entered the classroom, and stood 

inside the white circle with my arms 

behind my back, not saying a word. 

(See Figure 4-12.) The children imme

diately quieted down. Then I left the 

classroom again and did not return 

until my prep period was over. 

describes her work with Resource Room 

students from grades two and five in 

analyzing signs and symbols in their 

environment. Mary's narrative features 

considerable dialogue among the 

children, and many links with literacy. 

Guillermina Montano te,ic·hes 

fourth grade at P.S. 115 in the 

Washington Heights section of 

Manhattan. She recognized 

classroom practices as a topic of 

great importance to her stu

dents, and wanted to expand 

their awareness of how symbols 

are used to express the rules. 
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At the end of my prep period, we did 
another experiment. My prep teacher 
tried standing in the white circle to see 
how the children would respond. They 
immediately told him to step out of 
the circle, because I was the only one 
allowed in itl Of course, they failed to 
become quiet. 

Afterwards, we brainstormed 
about behavior patterns. Some stu
dents shared their thoughts about 
what had just happened. What was 
the connection between my standing 
in the circle and their quieting down? 
Some students went so far as to say 
that I was trying to control their 
behavior by doing this. 

The next day, I repeated the same 
behavior without saying anything to 
the children. Again, they became 
quiet. No words were spoken, and I 
did not return to my room until the 
prep period was over. 

The third day, I stood on the circle 
after the prep teacher had left. I asked 
the students to write about what had 
been happening for the past two days, 
both before and after I stood on the 
circle. What did the circle represent? 
Some answers were: 

* I tlitittk tliiat it rewri~s ker 
~ere to sta~ w"1e11 eve~i-,e 
is ci-QZ9. Giiie sta~s t"1ere 
a~ evel1Ptte skAts Mp. 

* I see a circle a~ I also see 
feet oi-, it a~ sowreoi-,e is 
sta~i~ strai~ wit£., ti1eir 
"1a~s l;;,el-,it1d tkeir 1;;,ack. 
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* W"1et1 t'1e class is talkit1g 
ai-td screaK1ittg sll'le stai1ds 
ii-, "1er spot ai-td ever9oi1e 
cli,ilfs OCAt. 

.., G"1e1 s waitittg for silettce. 
G"1e 's waitii-,g for t'1e kids 
to 1;;,e quiet so s'1e c.att give 
t"1e lessott. 

"' Her c.otttrol is ti-tat sll'le 's 
J1Ast stai1di~ tlitere a~ 1-ter 
K1essage is to 1;;,e qtAiet attd 
itt soK1e weird wa9 it works. 

Karen listed a variety of possible 
meanings for the circle on the floor: 

* A l-1app9 face 
.., A skape wi-t"1 a figtAre i11side 

* A s9Kitl;;,ol 
* A sigt1 
"' A spkere for world peace 
* A clock 
• A wrap 
"' A sigtt to 1;;,e sifettt 

Like Kathy Aguiar, Guillermina 

presented her students with a puzzle: 

what does this symbol mean? But there 

was an added twist: the symbol was 

aimed directly at them. They knew that 

their behavior was unacceptable, and 

that the teacher had the job of control

ling it. When she stood in the circle, 

they responded almost immediately. 

The context provided all of the dues to 

decoding the symbol. At the same 

time, as Karen pointed out, a circle 

could have many different meanings. 

Symbols are interpreted in context. 

This opening activity laid the 

groundwork for the next one, several 

days later: identifying symbols used by 

other teachers for a similar purpose . 

Guillermina continues: 

I explained to the class that the 
circle was a symbol I had invented to 
ask them to exhibit a certain behav
ior pattern-i.e., being quiet and 
attentive. I told them this was going 
to be a new classroom rule. A few 
days later, I organized the children in 
groups of six and designated a 
recorder for each group. I asked each 
group to make a list of methods their 
other teachers had used to control 
students' behavior. Some of the 
methods were: 

"' Oi-,e teacker used to screawr 
at US. 

* Alwros-t all of -t"1ewr would 
take our privileges awa9. 

"' t!orffii-tg ttawres 
* -n,eg "1it tke ruler oi-, tke 

desk. 
.., ,akii-,g a l;;,ig ruler ai1d 

si-,appii-,g it ott tke 1;;,oard 
"'Gtowtpii,ig 
"' Gcreawrittg at us 
* Puttii-,g us itt -t'1e c.ori1er 
* E:Jg 1;;,ai-,gii,,g t'1e 1;;,ook ott -t"1e 

tal;;,le 
* ,'1eg ri.-ig a !;;,ell. 
* 1ke9 calf ti,,e pri.-icipal. 
* ,keg cl-tattge !:jour seat. 
* No takb1g us to g!:jwt or 

tke !:jard 



I noticed that the children only 
mentioned teachers who had 
managed their students with 
difficulty. They did not make any 
comments about teachers like 
Ms. Gonzalez, who is very subtle in 
her management techniques. They 
don't realize how much it takes to 
control children in a quiet way. 

Generally speaking, teachers resort 

to raising their voices, threats, or punish

ments only after other methods have 

failed. It is far more effective to use 

symbols, such as standing in the circle. 

Of course, a symbol is only effective 

if there is basic agreement about its 

meaning and a willingness to respond 

to its message. 

Several days later, Guillermina 

extended this discussion by asking her 

students how rules and practices operate 

in different environments. Here are 

some of their answers: 

JOSEPH: 
.Sig11als coJ1trol t..ts f,ecc;rt..tse 

sig11als tell t..ts w'1ctt we CQf1 do. 

T'1eg tell t..ts w'1et'1er to wctlk 
or stop, w'1et'1er ~tA cc;rf1 sKttoke 

or 110-t, ctl1d stt..tff like t'1ctt. 
RIAi es coJ1trol t..ts f,g telli11g t..ts 

exactlg w'1Cft ctf1d w'1at 110-t to 

do. T'1eg tell t..ts do111t rt..tf11 

do11't talk, aJ1d dot1't figf.1t. 
~ot'1 f1ctd at1d good drt..tgs 

cot1trol t..ts 11g K1ctki11g t..ts sleepg 

or '1gper, drowsg, or ctttef1tive. 

NATALIE: 
I tf.1it1k t'1ctt SJ:1K1f1ols are iKttpor
tat1t f,ecctt..tse tf..teg kelp people 

witk directiot1s af1d rt..tles. I tkit1k 
t'1at KttM.sic is iKttportat1t 11eMt..tse 
it relctxe.s got..t ctf1d cc;rf Ktt.s J:iOtA 

dow11. Ai-td J:iOtA get t'1e r'11:1tkKtt 
ot1 gotAr wii11d. I tkif1k t'1at Jail 
coJ1trols people f,ecc;rt..tse t'1e 
police is ••• 

ALFREDO: 
I wot..tld Kttctke people 11e'1ave f,g 
telli.-ig t'1ewi t'1Cft t'1eg are verg 

t1ice ctf1d f,g tellif1g tkeKtt tkctt 
t'1eg are doif1g good work. Or I 
wot..tld Mctke all of t'1e kids plctg 
witk '1iM ctf1d Make kiwi feel like if 
'1e wets ct verg good frief1d to 
tke clct.s.s, f1Mt .still I wot..tfd Mctke 

kiKtt do ctH of kis work. 

These comments are very insightful. 

Natalie points out that music can be a 

subtle way of sending messages. Alfredo 

observes that people often respond in 

kind to the signals they receive from 

others. A child is more likely to behave 

if the teacher indicates that she believes 

he will. 
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Building on this new awareness, 

Guillermina next engaged her students 

in designing and testing their own 

signs and symbols for implementing 

school practices. They began by brain

storming areas where the children's 

behavior could be improved. The list 

included: 

• Clean bathrooms 

• No fighting allowed 

• No graffiti 

• No pushing on stairwells 

• No miniskirts 

The next task was to collect 
some data: 

Children were sent in groups of 
four to various places in the school 

to observe and record where 

signs were needed. Two issues for 
which the students decided to make 

signs were "NO FIGHTING" and 

"NO LITTERING." 

Before the students started 

making their signs, they discussed 

graphic symbols that say "Do some
thing" or "Don't do something." 

These are shown in Figure 4-13. 

The students designed their signs 

and wrote reflections about chem. 

Marta made one sign to say 

"NO FIGHTING" (Figure 4-14), and 

another to indicate "NO LITTERING" 

(Figure 4-15). 
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4-14: Marta's symbol for "NO FIGHTING" 



Marta described the first one this way: 

Mg first sgK1l-,of represetits t"1at 
fi~titig is tio wag to solve 
got.Ar prol-,leK1s. Atid I tlilittk it 
is iK1portatit for tlile sclilool. 
EJecatAse gotA Wtigliit get kt.Art otte 
da~ atid tke persoti w'1o I-lit ~IA 

will get iti a (ot of tro,hf e. So 
if gotA get iti a figkt, ~IA JtAst 
get otAt of it I l:1ecause it Wtigliit 
l-,e reaUg l-,ad. 

As the students were making and 

posting their signs, they thought of 

other issues for which signs might be 

helpful. Some of the other signs con

veyed the messages: 

• NO RUNNING ON THE 

STAIRS! 

• NO FLOODING THE WATER 

FOUNTAIN! 

• NO STANDING ON THE 

TOILETS! 
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4-15: Marta's symbol for 11NO. LITTERINCi" 
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4-1 7: "NO SLEEVELESS SHIRTS" 

~-~~nw!;.~ 

' ~ ~ \:>a½~ ~-'<'Oe'C'. •~ ~e- - • 
'flt> -sie~i~ l~< v~ss CAiiow-&} 

r-Tl-t 'De,c.,0(\0.. 0~~ ~~ ~V..m~~~~~ '!FA> -:t.~ ~ cn11~'!:I, 
~~-LA~..,~~~ G,~ 

M='i;ta:,~~~~5:1:~~L.s:;roeo,e_!::,!:eO-CO).\~~~'fO!IX bn01~na 
'5~~6.~:,:~~~. k. ~,a~\~ 
~C:S Cc,..t, vYlell~ ~V 

I -~- •~ c..io Id CAIi&. ~; .u<. ,!,o,o, 

The need for a dress code also came 

up. Guillermina describes how this 

issue arose, and what her students 

decided to do about it: 

During this investigation, some 
students decided that the dress of 
some of the students was inappropri
ate. What followed as a result were 
signs and symbols indicating what 
was and was not acceptable for boys 
and girls in the school. (See Figures 
4-16and4-17.) 
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Would these signs be effective? In 

their predictions about the signs, sever

al of the students were very optimistic, 

and even passionate. 

MELISSA: 
I tl1i11k it will work becatAse ti-le 
sig11s will 11elp ti-le cl1ildre11 tA11der

sta11d ti-lat tl1e_!1 I-lave to care 

for ti-le sc'1ool. If tl1e_!1 do111 t 

care for ti-le scl1ool 1 wl1o is? 

YANERY: 
I feel ver_!1 good abotAt bei11g i11 

tl1is proJect. I tl1i11k people will 

pa_!1 atte11tio11 to otAr little 

posters. Ma_!1be tl1e_!1 will stop 

figl1ti11g a11d all ti-lose tl1i11gs. I 

I-lave faitl-1 i11 God ti-lat ever_!1-

tl1i11g will work oLAt 0.1<. If 

ever_!1011e stops figl1ti11g tl1is 
scl1ool will be ti-le greatest. I 

J tAst I-lope ti-lat ti-lat cow,es 

trnl,!1 trne. I tl1i11k ti-Iese posters 

are ti-le best posters I I-lave ever 

see11 i11 K-1,!1 life. 



Of course, there was no way to know 

how effective the signs would really be 

except by testing them. Guillermina's 

class decided to conduct a survey to 

see how well their signs conveyed their 

messages and to determine whether 

other students would follow them. 

There were three survey questions: 

1. What do you think this picture 
represents? 

2. What do you think is the 
hidden message? 

3. If they saw this sign around 
the school, how do you think 
people would act? 

Here is a typical set of responses to 

these three questions about one of the 

"NO LITTERING" signs: 

1. ,'1rowii1g tra5'1 
Z. 11170 i1ot litter." 
:,.. 1'1e9 are goiJ1g to 

re5pect it. 

In addition to collecting data, the 

students wrote about how they felt 

while they were conducting the surveys. 

Here is part of what Alfredo wrote: 

I felt ver9 t'1a11kf,,d for get
ti11g atte.-itioi-1 frotM all of t'1e 
teac'1er5 at1tf for tli1e kitf5 t'1at 
paitf atte1-1tiot1 to iA5 a.-itf t'1e9 
all agreed witli1 oiAr 5ig.-i5 ai1d 
5~tMl:1ol5. I reall9 felt jo9f1AI at1d 
t'1a.-ikfal. ,'1e teac'1er5 agreetf 
witf.1 w'1at we were doiMg for t'1e 

5c'1ool ai1tf tli1e9 felt siArpri5ed 
w'1ei1 we 5'1owed (t'1e sigi1s) 
a.-id asked tketM t'1e 'frAestiotis 
i., t'1e s1Arve9. 

Guillermina felt in retrospect that 

the experience had been a very positive 

one for her students. It had helped 

them develop their sense of social 

responsibility, and had also taught 

them how to convey a message without 

words. Here is her final reflection: 

Based on my observation during 
this theme, my students became 
more conscientious about meeting 
the needs of the school as a whole. 
They developed a certain ownership 
of the school and tried to help main
tain order. They are constantly talk
ing about developing new signs and 
symbols to improve the culture of the 
school. When they were conducting 
the surveys, they showed a sense of 
pride and a sense of belonging. My 
students were able to recognize that 
signs and symbols are a form of 
communication without words. Also, 
they are more aware of how signs 
and symbols are all around them, 
and how much they are a part of 
their everyday lives. 

Signs, Symbols, and Codes 
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From Sign-and-Symbol Detectives to 
"Who Ate Nelson Garcia?" by Mary Flores 

Mary describes her situation in the fol

lowing way: 

My Resource Room setting is out 
of the norm. I have five groups with 
no more than eight students at a 
time. If my lesson doesn't work with 
one group, I have the opportunity to 
change the activity and do it differ
ently with the next group. By the 
time I have finished with the fifth 
group, I have polished the lesson. 

There are major differences among 

her five groups of students. The 

youngest group, the second-graders, are 

mostly non-readers and non-writers, 

and become frustrated easily. At the 

opposite extreme are her "veterans,,, 

mostly fifth-graders who have been 

with her for several years, and have par

ticipated in many Stuff That Works! 
activities. These students feel very 

secure with Mary, and they are eager to 

express their ideas and to try new 

things. In this section, Mary describes 

her work with her second-grade "neo

phytes" and her fifth-grade "veterans." 
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Mary usually begins a unit with a 

brainstorming session. She asked her 

students to think of examples of signs 

and symbols, and to try to come up 

with a definition of each of these 

terms. Here is what happened with her 

fifth-graders: 

April 26 

I decided to finish off the year with a 
bang. I suspected that the signs-and
symbols area of technology would 
be an exciting way to culminate a 
productive year. This area of technol
ogy appeals to me and I anticipate 
that my students will also become 
motivated by this topic. I conducted 
this investigation with my fifth 
grade veterans. We had the following 
discussion: 

TEACHER: 
What are signs and what were they 
designed to do? 

HERIBERTO: 
Sigt1s are tkit1gs it1 tke street. 
,keg li,"ve 11.GTOP" sigt1s-

Mary Flores teaches Resource Room at 

Community Elementary School 42 in 

the South Bronx. Each day, she works 

with five small groups of Special 

Education students, ranging from second 

to fifth grade. Some of her students have 

been with her as long as three years. 



MOISES: 
••• soK1etki11g tkc.rt Wtc.rkes c.r 
COK1K1Ql1d. 

CYNTHIA: 
'"rli,eg kc.rve differe11t ki11ds of 

sig11s I like w'1o !PU c.rre. 

HERIBERTO: 
Uke wkc-rt7 

CYNTHIA: 
••• like "Gc.rgittc.rrius." 

DERRELL: 
,keg were desig11ed to give peo

ple c.r11d ol:1Jects sig11als c.rl:1otAt 
wkat wag tkeg skould go, '1ow1 

a11d w'1o. 

EBONY: 
,keg K1ade sig11s so 1101,odg 

would get i11 a11 c.rccide11t. 

TEACHER: 
What signs are found in the school? 

EBONY: 
••• "UP" a11d '1f70WN"1 "ON~ 
WAY" ••• 111 tke 1:1atkrooK11 
11 WAGH YOUR HANl7G ~FORE=: 
YOU l.,.~AV~ "THIG ROOM." 

HERIBERTO: 
Wke11 tkeg c.rre testi11g 1 tkeg sag, 
'1f7O NOr f71Si"U~." 

MOISES: 
"T'1e pass is a sigJ1. 

CYNTHIA: 
OJ1 tke door tkere is a sig11 • 

Of course they all began to 
look around the room for anything 
resembling a sign. 

TEACHER: 
What are symbols? 

CYNTHIA: 
Flb1tsto11es Vitc.rK1i11s. I was 011lg 
kiddi11g! 

Although she was only kidding, 
she was looking beyond the printed 
word. "Flintstones" symbolizes some
thing appealing to children. 

DERRELL: 
A 1,lueprifl'lt is a sgK1!:1ol. 

HERIBERTO: 
• •• like if.1 The Indian in the Cupboard 
(a ckapter 1,ook tkeg kad l:1ee11 
readi11g). Uttle ~ear kad 
sgwil:1ols 0J1 kis teepee like 1,uHs 1 

af.1 ax, a11d a scalp. GgK1!:1ols 
c.rre like drawb1gs or desig11s like 
diaK1011ds1 kearts. You k11ow, 
like 0"1 cards. 

CYNTHIA: 
Uke wl-1e"1 gou go to E:ggpt I tkeg 
kave soK1e sgK1!:1ols 0J1 tke waHs. 

Moises had gotten out of his seat 
and was flipping through the pages 
in the dictionary. He is always curious 
about the dictionary definition. 
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TEACHER: 
Okay, Moises, read the dictionary 
definition to us. 

MOISES: 
'1 GoK1etkb1g tkat s-f;QJ1ds for or 
represe"1ts sowtetki"1g else. "Tke 
dove is a sgwil:1ol of peace. "Tke 

K1ark '+' is tke sgwtl,of for 
additio"1. 11 

TEACHER: 
Well class, do you accept that as our 
definition? Do we agree? 

ALL: 
Yes! 

DERRELL: 
"Tke Gtatue of Ul:1ertg repre

seJ1ts tke U"1ited Gtates. "Tke 

Gtatue of Ul:1ertg is a sgwtl:1ol 
for freedoK-1. 

TEACHER: 
Do you think signs and symbols are 
observed in this school? 

MOISES: 
Gowte of tkeK-11 like tke '1 UP" 
a"1d 11l70WN" o"1e (011 tke 
staircases) are ig...ored 1 1,ecause 

I saw Ms. Flores dob1g it 1,efore 
(ig11orb1g tke sigJ1s), ai-wd wtaJ19 
otker teackers too. 

TEACHER: 
What symbols have you noticed in 
the school? 
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DERRELL: 
ltt tlite w;rr.d. -n,eg are pai.-ite.d ott 
tlite co.-icrete. Skelzees (Skeffg) 

1:;,oar.d, footprittts 1 tlitat o.-ie 

wlitere it got 10 tttAK1!:;,ers att.d ~IA 

tlitrow a stick ott it. ilitat '.s a 
.sgK1!;:,ol. 

HERIBERTO: 
,lite .deatlit sig.-i (sktAll-a.-i.d

cro.ss-1:;,ottes) is a sgK1!:;,ol. 

TEACHER: 
Why do children follow the signs on 
a board game, but don't follow the 
signs or symbols in the school? 

MOISES: 
If ~,.. .doi1'-t follow tlite rtAles ht 
a gawie I tlitei-t tlite gaK1e woi1 't 1:;,e 

ftA.-i at all. Not oi-tlg tlitat I t:,,..t 

gotA' ff lose. If gotA .doi-t 't; f off ow 

tlite sig.-is itt sclitool, i1otliti.-ig 
litappei-ts. 

HERIBERTO: 
f<i.ds .dott't follow tlite sigi-ts itt 

tlite sclitoof 1:;,ecatAse tliteg tliti.-ik 

tlite rtAles .doi1't applg to tlitewi, 

so tliteg keep craslitb1g. 

HERIBERTO: 
li-t Ms. RoK1ai1's rooK1 gotA I-lave 
sgK1l1ols. (Ms. RoK1att is tke Art; 

teacliter.) 

CYNTHIA: 
,ke tttAK1!:;,ers ott tlite .doors• 
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TEACHER: 
Are numbers symbols? 

CYNTHIA: 
I .doi-t' t "1ave a cf tAe. 

MOISES: 
I tki i-tk tkeg are 11ecatAse ••• 

DERRELL: 
••• it1 tlite Sto.-ie Age I tliteg tAse.d 
tttAK1i1ers as sgK1t:,ofs. 

HERIBERTO: 
li-t E%,gpt t"1eg kave t"1ese 

S.{dK1l:;,ofs t"1at skow .{dOIA .deatk 
ai-t.d wkei-t K11AK1wties were alive. 

It's interesting that besides nam
ing the symbols, this group defined 
"symbol." There was no question 
about what it meant to each of them. 
This group is confident about their 
responses. I have set an environment 
for them that is non-threatening. 
They take risks. They are not afraid 
that I will criticize them. 

The issue of numbers as symbols 
intrigued me. I was surprised that 
they could refer to history to validate 
Cynthia's response that "a number is 
a symbol." Although Cynthia was not 
sure whether numbers were symbols, 
the others in the group confirmed 
this idea for her. 

For Mary's students, a "sign" 

generally uses words, while a "symbol" 

expresses an idea without words. AB 

one child put it, 

I I eari-te.d t"1at sgK1!:;,ols ME:AN 

words 1 1:;,tAt tliteg JtAst USIS 

pictCAres. 

In looking for examples of symbols, 

the children were very inclusive. They 

included historical symbols, mathemat

ical symbols, cultural symbols, and 

symbols for abstract concepts, such as 

"death" and "freedom." 

Mary's next activity was a "Symbols 

Scavenger Hunt:" a search for symbols 

in the school building. 

We went out on a scavenger hunt 
in search of symbols. I eliminated 
signs altogether because I felt scav
enging for signs would not pose a 
challenge for this group. After the 
hunt, I asked the students to share 
their findings: 

TEACHER: 
What symbols did you find and what 
do they represent? 

HERIBERTO: 
We fotAi-t.d K1ask.s. ltt li-t.dia.-i COtAi-t

tries t"1eg .do .dai1ces witf..1 t"1ewi. 

MOISES: 
••• Voodoo sttAff ••• 

DERRELL: 
We fotAi1.d t"1e .draK1a K1asks. It 
statt.ds for 11ac.tittg." 



EBONY: 
We fou11tf a Sf1ail .s9wrl,ol 011 tliie 
staircase. It .sta11tfs for 11.slow." 

CYNTHIA: 
Yec:wi, like it wrea11.s to "walk 
slow." We fouiiitf a11iwral pictures. 

MOISES: 
-n,e weirdest t'1i11g we fou11d i.s a 
tfrago11flg. It wa.s i11 t'1e lil,rarg. 
It w,ag sta11tf for II speed." 

CYNTHIA: 
We fouiiitf pe11.s to write. We 
fou.-itf it 011 t'1e Writi.-ig Roow, 
tfoor. ,'1at wrea.-is t'1at t'1at is 
w'1ere gou will write. 

These veterans had exceeded Maris 

expectations in their grasp of symbols 

and their meaning, but this was her 

most advanced group. How would the 

second-graders fare with these kinds of 

activities? It was time to find out: 

April 27 

Now on to my biggest challenge. I 

have a second grade group that can 
be difficult to manage. They are vir
tually non-readers. I suspect that 
their disability is what causes the act
ing-out behavior. 

I can't help but remember the 
way they behaved, back in October, 
when I attempted to introduce a 
Stuff That Works! project to this 
group. It was pandemonium. 

Well, it's now April and time to give 
it another try. I am going where no 
man nor woman has gone before. I 
am going to attempt an inquiry-and
design project with this group. 

Why? I guess it's because Annette 
Purnell (an early childhood teacher 
and Stuff That Works! participant) 
made me think about how beneficial 
this project would be to this particu
lar group. This may be a way of 
reaching them, thereby helping them 
to overcome their disability. After all, 
being non-readers, they probably rely 
on graphic symbols to aid them in 
negotiating their way around the 
environment. 

I began as I always do, with a 
sharing of ideas. What understand
ings did this particular group bring 
to this topic? 

TEACHER: 
What are signs? 

KEISHA: 
A sig.-i is wli,e.-i it '1as a retf 
lig"1t. Uke look 1,ot'1 wags w'1e11 
!10U are crossi.-ig t"1e street so 
!10U tfo.-i 't get "1it. 

DARIKIS: 
Wkere tke tkb,gs are I like t'1at. 

Uke t'1e .staircase. ,keg sag 
11UP" or 11170WN," like t'1at. 

CARLOS: 
Follow t'1e II ESXlr" (to) wkere 
!10U (are) goi.-ig. 
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KEISHA: 
You ca.-i lear.-i frowr rig'1t at1tf 
wro.-ig like t'1e 11 fJ-ES A (30017 
L-l.9TlSNESR11 sig11. It (i.s) stAp
pose(d) to skow !10U like if !10U 

are goi.-ig to t'1e l:1atli1rooK11 !10U 

ask sow,el,otfg to '1el p !10'-f fi .-itf 
t'1e 1,at'1rooK1. You gotta look 
for tke .sig.-i. rli1at' .s w'1g !10U 

.-ieetf to lear11 li,ow to read. 

DARIKIS: 
,'1eg kelp !10U to fbtd t'1e cafe
teria. 

TEACHER: 
Is there a sign in this school that says 
"CAFETERIA"? 

KEISHA: 
Yes t'1ere is. It' .s like a picture. 
It got a picture of footf. 

TEACHER: 
Is that a sign or a symbol? 

KEISHA: 
It (is) a ~1,of. A s~ol .sli-ow.s 

~ a picture I a sigvi tells _!PU -t:'1e 
word. 0f1ce I was goi.-ig out wit'1 
wig fa-t:'1er. He was .-sot pagi.-ig 
attentio"1 to -t:'1e .sig"11 l,tAt I was 
pagi.-ig attentio"1 at1tf it said, 
IID(J NCn'" WAU< INSll?f::: 11-if!S 
~AlJRANr ." I was looki.-ig at 
t'1e ~- It was a picttAre of t'1e 
.store cmd people walkii10 if1. E%ft 
tt-tis tiwre it kad cwi arrow goifllg 
l:7esitfe it cmd a little 1,ox .said, 

1,c:ow,e~ ts:r 5 O'~·'' 
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WOW! That response made me 
realize that I had hit pay dirt. 

Mary's hunch was correct. These 

children seemed to be highly attentive 

to graphic symbols in their environ

ment, perhaps even more than children 

who could read and write. Could these 

students be introduced to decoding of 

words through the much less threaten

ing route of decoding graphic symbols? 

Next, Mary wanted to take them 

on a scavenger hunt, but she had to 

find a way to make it exciting for 

them. She came up with an analogy 

that was very effective: 

I told them, ''Today we are going 
to pretend we are detectives. We 
need to find clues. We have to 
determine where a sign or symbol 
needs to be posted, so as to help the 
younger kids that can't read. But first 
we have to see what signs or symbols 
are already there." 

I don't know why, but these silly 
little stories always get the students 
interested. They couldn't line up fast 
enough. Notice that I did not point 
out their own reading disabilities. 

We proceeded on our scavenger 
hunt. Immediately upon leaving the 
room, the students found the 
"DOWN" sign on the staircase. 
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I asked Darikis, "If we were to 
design a symbol for this sign, what 
would it be?" He stated, "A boy 
walking down the stairs." 

We spent the whole time on 
the first floor. At every turn, they 
found either a sign or a symbol. 
They couldn't write them down 
fast enough. 

We found many signs and 
symbols. Then we got to the quilt 
on the first floor, which has symbols 
for all the school subjects. I asked 
them what the purpose of this quilt 
was. Takianna commented, "It shows 
you all the things that this school 
teaches." (See Figure 4-18.) 

4-18: Taklanna shows the school subject symbols 
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I then posed the same question that I 
had posed to other groups: 

TEACHER: 
If the words were not written below 
the symbols, would you be able to 
tell what the pictures represented? 

DARIKIS: 
YolA wo1Ald k11ow t'1e wiat'1 011e 

beca1Ase it '1as t'1e 11+" a11d 

take-awaf1 sig111 so I k11ow it 

wiea11s 11Mat'1." 

Some of the symbols were easy 
to identify, while others were not 
so simple. Nevertheless, they were 
gaining knowledge of what a 
symbol is. I had accomplished more 

with THIS topic, on THIS day, than 
I had with any other in the past 
seven months! 

Keisha forced Ben, our security 
guard, to stand still while she sketched 
his badge, as well as its inscription, on 
her paper. (See Figure 4-19.) 

On our way back to the classroom, 
Keisha detoured us. She stated, 
"I know where there is a symbol for 
Earth Day and I can read it." I couldn't 
let that remark get away, so we all 
followed her. Keisha immediately led 
us to a poster that shows the journey 
that paper takes to be recycled. She 
could decipher what the symbols 
on the poster represented. I was 
impressed. 

4-19: What Keisha found on the Signs and Symbols Scavenger Hunt 
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Mary felt chat chis scavenger hunt 

had given these students an outstand

ing opportunity co demonstrate their 

understanding of signs and symbols. 

Next, she wanted co find out what they 

felt they had gained from it. 

TEACHER: 
What did you learn? 

DARIKIS: 
A sig11 tells f10LA a word. 

KEISHA: 
I fo1A11d 01At t'1at teac'1ers a11d 

c'1ildre11 '1ave Sf1wtbols 011 t'1e!1 

s'1i rts I t'1ef1 pa11ts I t'1e!1 s'1oes 1 

t"1e!1 s11eakers. A badge is a 

Sf1Wlbol. A cale11dar '1as a w'1ole 

b1A11c'1 of Sf1wtbols like 11 April." 

CARLOS: 
I learned t'1at sowie are words 

a11d sowie are pictLAres. 

DARIKIS: 
I learned abo1At followi11g t'1e 

sig11s. T'1e!1 '1elp f10IA look for 
sowiet'1i11g. 

TEACHER: 
What questions do you have? 

KEISHA: 
I wa11t to k11ow I if people ca11 't 

see 1 '1ow ca11 people cross tl-,e 
street?" 

DARIKIS: 

W'1!1 do sig11s '1ave pictLAres?" 
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CARLOS: 
~ecaCAse if 90CA do.,' t kJ-tow tl--te 
words tl--te pictCAres will give ~u 
tl--te aJ1swers. 

DARIKIS: 
W'1~ do we J-teed SJdwil:,ols? 

CARLOS: 
Go t'1e pictCAre coCAld '1elp fdOU. 

DARIKIS: 
We c.oCAld '1elp t'1e little kids 
read it. 

CARLOS: 
~ t'1e arrows. It's CAp or dow.-i. 

JOEL: 
We ca., '1elp t'1e"'1 I:,~ talkiJ-tg to 
t'1e"'1. 

KEISHA: 
!70J1't pCAt t'1e word, Just pCAt 
t'1e pictures. 

DARIKAS: 
If fdOU see a kid looki.-ig at t'1e 
sig.-i a.-id '1e do.-i 't kJ-tow '1ow to 
sa~ it, we lllelp tllle"'1. 

This discussion indicates that 
these students are paying attention 
to symbols found in their environ
ment. I didn't expect that they would 
gain such a rapid understanding of 
signs and symbols. They brought a 
great deal of prior knowledge with 
them. Keisha, in particular, seemed to 
find signs and symbols everywhere, 
which in turn stimulated the rest of 
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the group. She noticed the security 
guard's badge, the symbol on my 
slippers, another on a student's shirt, 
and yet another on the ring a 
teacher was wearing. It confirmed 
my belief that these students rely 
on the signs and symbols they find 
in their environment for their under
standing. 

Having established the importance 

of signs and symbols, and the reasons 

for using them, Mary felt ready to take 

the next step. She wanted her students 

to think about where new signs and 

symbols might be needed in the school. 

TEACHER: 
Where do you think we can use a 
symbol? 

KEISHA: 
~ tli,e l:;,aseKi1ent I so t'1e~ do.-i 't 
go dow.-i tkere t'1i.-ikiJ1g it's tl-1e 
l:;,at'1ro0Ki1. 

CARLOS: 
~ tl-1e office ••• 

KEISHA: 
•• • a arrow sa~s "t'1e office." 

Next, Mary wanted to move them 

to designing their own signs and 

symbols to fill these needs. In order to 

do this, they would need to know of 

some basic symbol conventions, such 

as the red circle with a diagonal slash 

through it that means "Don't Do 

This." She did a little experiment: 

I wanted to test their prior 
knowledge. I drew a symbol that says 
"No Smoking" on a piece of paper. 
Keisha figured it out: 

KEISHA: 
It kas t;wo circles a.-id t;wo li.-ies 
goiJ-tg across tl--te cigarette. YoCA 
wa.-wt to k.-.ow '1ow I kJ-tow? 
G'1e is a secCArit~ gtAard a.-id s'1e 
t,e weari.-ig a pi.-ik t'1iJ1g t'1at "1as 
"NO GMOl<INc9." 

This exchange triggered a discussion 

on symbols the students remembered 

from another environment: the New 

York City subway system. Most of the 

children have spent considerable 

amounts of time riding subway trains, 

so this was a major source of experience 

for them. Many of the signs in the 

subways provide very important safety 

information, and nearly all of them use 

graphic symbols. The students had a 

lot to say about these symbols: 

RASHAUN: 
o.-, tl--ie t;rai., I caJ-t see t"1e sig.-i, 
"Please do J-tot swroke, '10 J-tot 
let t'1e radio pla~." 

JOEL: 
,'1ere 's aJ1ot"1er o.-ie 1 "'7o .-.ot 
pCAs'1 t'1e door ope.-i." 

RASHAUN: 
At1d it sa~, 11170 J-tot "1old 
doors." 

KEISHA: 
It; sa~s o.-i tke trai.-i, 11170 J-tot 
step I:,~ t'1e trai.-i tracks," 



beca1Ase wl-ie.-i tl-ie trai.-i leaves 

t"1ere' s a little space so 5101A 

do.-i 1t fall i.-iside. 

DARIKIS: 
O.-ie sa51s, 11170 .-iot p!AII tl-ie red 

stri.-iq" (tl-ie cord for tl-ie eK1er

qe.-ic51 brake) • 

KEISHA: 
GoK1etiK1es i.-iside a 1-ia.-idicapped 

trai.-i stop, tl1e51 will "1ave like a 
little patl-1 ( ral'l1p) so 5101A ca.-i 

p!Asl-1 5101Arself o.-i it. 

RASHAUN: 

Wl-ie.-i I was o.-i tl-ie trai.-i, I saw 

wl-iat tl-ie siq.-i SCf_!1S. It SCf,!1S, 

11170 .-iot tl-irow ciqarettes IA.-ider 

tl-ie trai.-i. 11 (Gee FiqiAre lf-ZO.) 

Mary wanted to see how her older 

students would respond to the idea of 

making signs for the school environment. 

This group already had experience in a 

variety of analysis and design experiences, 

including the following: 

• mapping the classroom to scale 

(see Stuff That Works! guide, 

Mapping); 

• collection of data about which 

rules are broken by students in 

the corridors and bathrooms 

(see Stuff That Works! guide, 

Designed Environments: Places, 

Practices, and Plans}; 

• analysis of simple mechanisms, 

and design of "Rube Goldberg" 

devices (see Stuff That Works! 

guide, Mechanisms and 

Other Systems). 

Mary was eager to see what carryover 

there might be from these experiences 

to their latest challenge: design of signs 

and symbols for the school. Their 

studies of rule-breaking had made them 
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aware of problems that might be 

addressed by creating appropriate signs. 

Later that afternoon, I met with 
my veterans. Of course, they never 
cease to amaze me. What would 
today bring? I decided to pose the 
same question to them that I had 

asked the second-graders: 

TEACHER: 
Where do you think we could use a 

sign or a symbol in this school? 

MOISES: 
1.-i t"1e batl-irool'l-1 beca1Ase tl-iere 

are soK1e .-iast51 people i.-i tl-ie 

scl-iool. 11-ie51 do.-i 't wasl-1 

tl-ieir 1-ia.-ids wl-ie.-i tl1e51 leave 

tl-ie batl-irool'l-1. 

EBONY: 
I sa51 tl-ie classrool'l-1. 11NO 

TAU<I NG. 11 I ' II !Ase a K101Atl1. 
(Gee FiqiAre lf-Z1 .) 

4-20: Rashaun's drawings of signs In the subway 4-21: Ebony's "NO TALKING" sign 

~ 
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HERIBERTO: 
I .sa~ i11 tke ,eackers' L-o,,mge 
l:1ecaCAse kids jCAst go i11 a11d l:1u~ 
soda. A s9t11l:1ol could l,e a l,ig 
giga11tic '1a11d tkat sa9s, 
"GrOP, NO Kl~ AL--1 .. 0WE:f?." 

EBONY: 
• • • i 11 t'1e garde11, l,ecause people 
tkrow tkeir trask it1 tke garde11. 

MOISES: 
ikis coCAld l,e tke t11otto: 
".S.OP iHAr "TRASH ANl7 GAV~ 
rHf.S <:!JRA9S." 

HERIBERTO: 
Haflwa~s/ "NO RUNNINc3 IN rHf.S 
HAL-L-WAYS. RUNNINc3 IN rH~ 
HAU .. WAY, YOU c3£Si" A W~'S 
17£Si"~NrlON." 

MOISES: 
11 KE::E::P -ro rHES RleH-r." 

TEACHER: 
What could we use to make this sign? 

MOISES: 
~rdl,oard, tape. 

EBONY: 
Red tape a11d gree11 tape for 
"STOP" a11d 11eO" ••• 

HERIBERTO: 
• ... a11d 9effow to 11 SLOW 

170WN .. " 
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MOISES: 
Ook, 00'1! We could put tl,,e 
~effow tcfpe i11 t'1e kaff a11d tell 
tlitet11 11 SL-OW 170WN1 " l,ut I 
doul:1t it's go1111a work .. 

HERIBERTO: 
I got 011e. We could get SOK1e
l:1od9 's caK1era a11d wli1e11 we see 
tli1eK1 l:1reaki.-ig t'1e rules we ca11 
take a picture ctt1d we develop 
t'1eK11 we ca11 write a .-iote ct11d 
sa~ 11r'1is kid is ttot foffowi11g 
our rules." 

TEACHER: 
Keep thinking about this investiga
tion. Think about how we should 
proceed. Heriberto, you talked about 
collecting data. I think this would be 
a good starting point for us. This 
way, we can determine if our signs 
worked or not. 

I allowed Moises and Heriberto to 
go out and collect data that would 
answer their question, "Do you 
follow the signs and symbols in the 
school?" It was interesting that they 
only posed this question to teachers. 
I asked them why, and they stated, 

..... if tl,,e teacker does11't follow 
t'1e rCAles, t'1e11 tke kids wo11't 
follow t'1e rules l:1ecause tlite~ 
kave to fiste11 to tke teacliter. 

What an observation! They were 
on track. 

Mary felt that these students had 

developed a deep understanding about 

how rules in the school are followed or 

not followed, and the role of signs and 

symbols in expressing them. Also, they 

came up with some good suggestions 

about signs that could influence behavior, 

although they were skeptical about the 

effect that signs alone could have. 

As in any good brainstorming ses

sion, they had covered a wide range of 

territory. Mary's next step was to nar

row their focus to designs that could be 

created and tested easily. Once again, 

Mary's colleague Annette Purnell 

provided a crucial suggestion: 

Aprll 29 

I had a discussion with Annette 
Purnell. She suggested that my 
students could design symbols for 
her kindergarten classroom. She 
recognized that there were problem 
areas in her room, where symbols 
could be helpful. 

This afternoon, I met with my 
veterans. We visited Ms. Purnell's 
room. She and I had coordinated our 
schedules so that her students would 
not be in the room when we entered. 
My students liked the idea of design
ing symbols for Ms. Purnell's room. 
Our task was to determine what 
areas needed symbols. One of the 
students asked Ms. Thomas, Ms. 
Purnell's assistant, where she thought 
a sign or symbol would be appropriate. 
Examples of messages that could be 
conveyed by signs were: 

• "NAPTIME" 
• "NO CHILDREN IN THE CLOSETS" 
• "DO NOT USE THIS BATHROOM" 

This was a very productive day. I 
had so much fun. I'm so glad I chose 
this unit. 



The following day, Mary borrowed a 

set of wooden signs and symbols from 

the block area of one of the early child

hood classrooms in her school. Her 

purpose was to have her students sort 

these signs into categories, as a way of 

exploring the differences and similarities 

among them. Here is what happened: 

April 30 

It was almost time for me to meet 
with my veterans. As usual, Moises 
was ten minutes early. I was standing 
by the door talking to a colleague. I 
never indicated to Moises what I 
intended to do with the signs and 
symbols. When I turned to look into 
the room, Moises had divided all the 
signs on the table into two groups. 
He had done this spontaneously, 
without any suggestion from me. We 
then had the following exchange: 

TEACHER: 
What are your two categories? 

MOISES: 
••• tl,,i.-,qs wit!,, fol.Ar sides 1 al'ld 

tl,,i.-,qs wit!,, wtore or less tl,,a.-, 

fol.Ar sides. 

TEACHER: 
What made you decide to group them? 

MOISES: 
I was bored. 

He rearranged them again, this 
time into four groups, and asked me 
to guess what the categories were. 
Hard as I tried, I couldn't figure them 
out. Moises explained his categories 
this way: 

1. (Tl,,e siql'ls tl,,at sl,,ow) bikes 

qo toqetl,,er becatAse t"1e!:1 
are botl,, abotAt bikes. 

Z. 1"1e 110Nf:: WAY" a.-,d tl,,e 
11 CROGGING" siql'ls are 

talkil'lq abotAt rt.Ales 01'1 

tl,,e street. 

3-. 11Yl!:=W1 " 11GIOP 1 " a.-,d 
11 RAIL-ROAC? CROGGING" qo 

toqetl,,er becatAse tl,,e!:1 are 

talkil'lq abotAt stoppil'lq. 

4-. 11PHON!::" a.-,d 11HANC?ICAP" 

qo toqetl,,er becatAse tl,,e!:1 

are bltAe." 

I asked him if he could find 
another way of categorizing the 
signs and symbols. His next method 
was the icing on the cake: 

4-22: Moises measures his signs 
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MOISES: 
I tAsed tl,,e rt.Aler to wteastAre all tl,,e 

siq11.>. If t"1e!:1 were above b cwt.1 I 

pt.At tl,,ewt i.-, o.-,e pile. If t"1e!:1 were 

below b cwt.1 I pt.At t"1ewt il'lto 
a.-,otl,,er (pile). (Gee FiqtAre 4--ZZ.) 

TEACHER: 
What does someone think about 
when designing a sign or symbol? 

MOISES: 
If sowtet"1i11q is wro11q1 .!:jOIA wtake a 

siql'1. Giq11.> !,,ave to !,,ave specific 

kil'lds of sl,,apes 1 differel'lt colors. 

If~ wcmt sowiec,.-,e to slow doN.-,1 

.!:jOIA IA.Se !:jellow. If .!:jOIA wal'lt sowte

bod!:1 to stop 1 .!:jOIA tAse red. Ool,,f 

I qot; a .-,ew wa!:1 to cateqorize; 

t"1i11qs .!:jOIA CM do al'ld t"1i11qs 
.!:jOIA CM 1, do. 
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Meanwhile, Mary's second-graders 

started working on the signs and 

symbols for the school. They especially 

liked the idea of making signs for chil

dren who couldn't read yet. Although 

they were barely literate themselves, it 

made them feel good that they would 

be helping these younger children out. 

May 7 

Akeem entered the classroom and 

asked if he could work on his sign. 
He is a student that has difficulty 

remaining on task. He becomes 
frustrated because he can't write, 

but he was motivated by this activity. 
He worked diligently on his sign. 

It was the longest I have ever seen 

him remain on task. The sign had 
just six words: "DON'T THROW 

PAPER ON THE FLOOR," but this is a 

good start for him. (See Figure 4-23.) 
I will attempt to lead him in the 
direction of a longer piece of writing. 
I am hoping the symbols will motivate 

him to write. 

Once he completed his first sign, 

he begged to make another sign. I 

offered him some suggestions, but he 
told me it would be hard for him to 

draw the ones I'd suggested. He 
finally agreed to make a sign for Ms. 

Purnell's kindergarten classroom that 
read, "NO KIDS IN THE CLOSET." This 

time he used paint and stencils to 
make the sign. He remained on task for 

the full 45 minutes. (See Figure 4-24.) 
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4-23: Akeem's first sign 

4-24: Akeem's next sign 



Mary began to feel that she could 

engage these second-graders in writing 

by encouraging them to integrate 

graphic symbols with words. A few 

days later, it appeared that this strategy 

had been successful with Rashaun: 

I decided to propose to the stu
dents the idea of designing their own 
game boards. Where will the symbols 
come from? We will use the ones we 
have obtained from computer clip 
art, catalogs of safety signs, packag
ing signs, etc. My second graders 
were in the process of beginning to 
draw plans for their games. Rashaun 
decided that he didn't want to make 
a game plan. He chose to write a 
story. Often, I let him do what pleas
es him, because it's easier than the 
challenge of getting him to do what 
I want him to do. 

Of his own accord, he decided to 
use symbols in his story. As he 
worked he commented, 

I aK-1 V10t qoi11q to act sill!1 CJl1!1 
wiore. I aK-1 qoi11q to liste11 a11d be 

11ice to -tJ,,e ~r. I aW1 ~ qoi11q 

to act er~ ei-tl,,er i11 Ms. Wilso111s 

rooK-1 ("1is req!.-!lar c.lassrooWIJ or 

Ms. Flores 1s rooK-1. 

Rashaun is my most difficult child. 
He has a short attention span, is 
confrontational and can turn the 
class upside down. I was pleased with 
the story he'd created, because it 
showed me that although he is not 
always paying attention, something 
is getting through. I praised his 
efforts and encouraged him to read 
his story to the class. (See Figure 4-25.) 

Overall, Mary was very pleased with 

the outcomes of her work on signs and 

symbols. She felt that this theme had 

unlocked a great deal of the potential of 

her special education students, who find 

traditional reading and writing instruction 

frustrating. By exposing them to other 

ways of communicating, they could both 

use their artistic talents and simultaneously 

see the value of written language from a 

different angle. 
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The effects of this unit reached well 

beyond her Resource Room, as 

Mary recounts: 

My biggest challenge was teaching 
Luis, a second-grade student who 
only three months earlier had 
entered my setting as a virtual 
non-reader. He was driven by the 
design of his game, "Who Ate Nelson 
Garda?" (Nelson Garda was another 
student in his class.) I instructed him 
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4-26: Luis's Instructions for playing the game "Who Ate Nelson Garcia?" 

,.,._"I.._ 

,.,. • _,, .. _: .... ~ w°'.f .~ 

to write instructions for the game. It 
took him a long time, but he never 
faltered. (See Figure 4-26.) Even his 
regular classroom teachers saw the 
improvement. They praised me for 
my efforts in helping Nelson learn to 
read and write. It felt good to get a 
pat on my back from two of my peers. 

In one of their final activities, 
my veteran students met in Annette 
Purnell's room, signs and symbols in 
hand, to determine whether her 
students could identify the designs 
we had created. The high point came 
when a kindergarten student said: 
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I do1,1 't MJ1der.stattd tlite .si~1,1.. I 
tlitb1k MOM .slitoMld rede.si~1,1 it .. 

It was wonderful to hear kindergart
ners using words like "redesign" 
and "understand." 

Like Kathy Aguiar and Theresa 

Luongo, Mary was concerned with the 

development of literacy. The study of 

signs and symbols turned out to be an 

excellent vehicle for accomplishing this 

goal. Her students understood signs 

and symbols as forms of communication 

that were easier to begin with than 

written language. Having acquired 

some experience with signs and symbols, 

it seemed natural that they would 

begin to value words as well as graphics. 

Keisha expressed this point when she 

said, "You gotta look for the sign. 

That's why you need to learn how to 

read.,, Thus, signs and symbols provided 

a non-threatening route into the world 

of written language. 

Like Guillermina Montano, Mary 

wanted her students to understand 

how signs and symbols can govern 

behavior. They were able to see that 

every sign and symbol is created for a 

purpose, and that it may or may not 

be effective. When Heriberto said, 

"Kids don't follow the signs in the 

school because they think the rules 

don't apply to them," he was evaluating 

the signs and finding them wanting. 

They then went on to create signs that 

they thought would be effective, particu

larly with the kindergarten students. 

These signs provided lessons in literacy 

for these younger students as well. 



~nalysis and Design of 
Signs, Symbols, and Codes 

In this section, three upper-elementary

grade teachers describe the units they 

developed for their students. Felice 

Piggott, a fourth-grade teacher, and 

Christine Smith, working with her 

sixth-grade science class, both engaged 

their students in designing and testing 

signs. Felice's students developed signs 

that signified "DANGER." They then 

devised innovative ways to test them by 

posting them around the school and 

observing people's reactions. Christine 

gave each group a "secret message," 

such as "DON'T FALL IN THE 

HOLE!" or "BE CAREFUL OF THE 

HOT LIQUID!" They had to design 

a graphic sign that could convey this 

message without words. Then they 

tested these signs by seeing if everyone 

else could understand them. 

This chapter concludes with two 

signs-and-symbols units Angel 
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Gonzalez developed for two fifth-grade 

science classes. In the first of these, his 

students designed hand signals for 

students to use in the classroom. 

Angel's second unit begins with the 

analysis of symbols used in advertise

ments and product packaging. The 

students then designed marketing 

campaigns for snack packages that 

would be sold for hurricane relie£ 

How Will We Know If Our "DANGER" Signs 
Are Effective? by Felice Piggott 

New York State had just instituted new 

high-stakes tests for the fourth grade, 

and Felice had spent most of the year 

preparing her students for these exams. 

Once they were over, she wanted to 

engage them in some activities that 

would be both educational and fun. 

She decided to focus on the design of 

signs and symbols. Felice describes 

what happened: 

I needed to get something going 
after the sheer drudgery of test 

preparation. My spirits were low, as 
were the kids'. So I got them started 

with signs, and POW!!! The kids were 

very excited about designing some
thing, and really took the next step 
independently of me: the notion of 

testing their designs. 

First Session 

The warm-up for this activity was a 
chat about signs: 

• What is the purpose of a sign? 
• Are all signs the same? 

Here, I elicited the idea that some 
signs use words and some use symbols. 

Next, Felice organized the students 

into groups and asked each group to 

come up with an idea for a "DANGER" 

sign. They had to produce a preliminary 

sketch and a decision about the sign's 

shape and colors. Felice writes: 

VERY EXCITING! After the kids 

broke up into groups, the room was 
buzzing! There was lots of discussion 
about what the sign should look like: 

Felice Piggott teaches fourth grade at 

P.S. 145 in the Manhattan Valley section 

of Manhattan. Felice has considerable 

experience in implementing long-term 

design projects. For example, her students 

once redesigned their school cafeteria 

(see Stuff That Works! guide Designed 

Environments: Places, Practices, and Plans). 
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MANDI: 
A railroad track wit"1 two 
people a.-id a cque.stioi1 tMark1 

like w"1etli1er t"1e~ .s"1ould cross 
or i1ot ••• 

STEPHANIE: 
I' tM afraid of dogs 1 .so tMa9!1e 
tl,,e .sig.-i .s"1ould ~e ii1 t'1e .s'1ape 
of a dog. Uke 1 "WA,~ OU,!" 
(for t"1e dog or .soK-1et'1i~g). 

GABRIEL: 
,'1e .sgK-1~01 .s"1ould ~e .soK-1et"1i.-ig 
da.-igerou.s, like fire or lig"1ti1i.-ig. 

STEPHANIE: 
-r'1e colors .s"1ould ~e ~lue a.-id 
~lack, 1 cause t'1at '.s w'1at will 
'1appei1 to gou if gou do.-i't 
watc'1 out! 

SHEVAUN: 
,'1e .sgK-1~01 .s"1ould ju.st ~e a 
face I like a .SK-1i1eg face 1 ~ut wit"1 
t'1e K1out"1 i.-i a.-i 110 11 .s"1ape a.-id 
t'1e e~e.s real wide. 

MUSTAFA: 
,"1e .sig.-i .s"1ould !1e like ai1 ii1ter
.sectio.-i, witl.1 a per.so.-. i.-i t'1e 
Ki1iddle1 a.-id a car cow.big. 
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Second Session 

The purpose of this session was for 
each group to make its sign, with all 
the group members contributing. 
The kids got busy. Sign-making went 
on for an uninterrupted 30 minutes. 
The kids really didn't ask me to do 
much except say they were doing the 
right thing and stay out of their way. 
As the signs were completed, they 
were displayed. (See Figure 4-27.) 
The children IMMEDIATELY began 
to view each other's work critically: 

· 4-27: Plan for the "Explodlng Danger" sign 

Wkat i.s IHAr? Oli11 it's a 
-rRAIN? No, .-.o, it's eoor?, 
!1ut it takes a wli1if e to see 
tlitat ••• 

As they looked at the signs, this 
became a natural opportunity 
to discuss: 

• How will we know if our signs 
are effective? 

• How can we test the signs? 
• What is an effective test? 

Here are some of their ideas: 



TROY: 
rest it; OH -t;l,ie 1;;,ctt;li,rooK1 door. 

.See if it keeps people O1A-t;. 

ERIKA: 
Wli!a-t; if soK1eoHe '1as t;o go, 

reaffg !;;,ad? 

TROY: 
Well, -t;lileH ti-leg' ff I-lave t;o go t;o 
aHo-t;liter floor, aHd -t;'1eH we' ff 
kHow if ii:; is good or viot! 

GEORGIE: 
We co1Ald go arolAHd aHd 
ask SOK1e kids w'1ctt; -t;'1eg -t;liliHk 
it K1eaHs. 

MANDI: 
We co1Ald take a field -t;rip 
01Ai:;side t;o see if people kHow 

w'1ctt; ii:; K1eaHs. • •• strat1gers, 
90IA ki-tow? 

TROY: 
I ,t;li,i.-ik we sko1Ald p(A{; it OH O1Ar 

classrooK1 door to CtAt dowH OH 

all tl,,e interr1Aptiot1S. YolA kti0w, 
all tko.se kids w"1o ask _!PIA to 
read ,t;li,itwgs, or sigtw st:IAff. Maf!J:,e 

it' ff keep people o(A-l:;. 

TRACEY: 
I t'1ittk [PIA slilo1Ald t;rg it; oi-1 tlile 
teacliter 1;;,atlilrooK1 t;o see if it 
works oH -t;'1e uacliters! 

The kids were really into the idea 
of testing their signs. So, guess what 
we did next! 

Felice did not need to convince the 

students of the importance of testing 

their signs, but there was a further step 

she wanted them to take. They would 

have to find a way to record the test 

data. In presenting this challenge, Felice 

was underlining a key component of a 

valid test: there has to be a method of 

presenting the data so others can examine 

it. Felice introduced this requirement 

by posing a logistical problem. 

Signs, Symbols, and Codes 
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Third Session 

I explained to the groups that MY 
dilemma was that I couldn't watch all 
the teams do their tests. Therefore, I 
would need a way to know what the 
groups had done and how people 
had reacted to their signs. I asked 
each group to devise a test for their 
sign and a way to record the data 
from the test. Each team began to 
brainstorm ideas for testing and for 
collecting data. Generally, each group 
came up with a site for their test and 
a tally sheet or check-off list to record 
people's reactions. (See Figure 4-28.) 

The "Skull Danger" group origi
nally wanted to test in the teachers' 
bathrooms, but Tracey objected: 

I tl1it-1k tli,e -t;eac'1ers wotAl d s-t;art 
to wot1der w'1! we were sitti~g 
t'1ere atid wotAl d prob,ab,f! screawr 
at us to go b,ack to otAr roowr! 

After careful consideration, they 
decided to test it in the boys' and 
girls' bathrooms. They placed their 
sign on a closed stall door and stood 
nearby to observe reactions. This 
team was the most specific in their 
test criterion: 

If t11e sigti is effective, t'1eti 
kids woti'-t; go iti tl1e s-f;alf. If 
it's ~ot, t'1eti kids wiff crawl 
tAtider t'1e door, atid use t'1e 
staff ati!Wa!. 'Tl1at 's w11at t'1e! 
sowretiwres do w'1eti t'1e! KNOW 
t'1e!'re NOT supposed to go ii-,. 
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The students were able to plan 
the tests in considerable detail, 
before actually performing them. 
The tests included: 

• Asking people what they 
thought the sign meant; 

• Asking people how effective the 
sign was; and 

• Observing whether people actu
ally paid attention to the signs. 

In the next session, they actually 
conducted their tests: 

··~ i . .i.J~~·-·I .. 

4-28: "Ca~ Danger'' group'~,plan for testing their sign f; :I..\, 

~Dor/} D( ~v ~ ,-ccs: k, _ 



Fourth Session 

I received many phone calls from 
other teachers, who were wondering 
why my kids were: 

• hiding behind bathroom doors; 
• scaring children in the halls; or 

• asking to sit in other class
rooms, e.g., to observe across a 
hall. 

Figure 4-29 shows the data from 

the "Car Danger" group's survey. In 

Figure 4-30, the "Skull Danger" group 

presents the results of its covert obser

vations of whether students "fall for" 

their sign by not using the toilet. 

In the final session, Felice's students 

discussed what had happened during 

the tests and drew some conclusions. 

They had a lot to say about other 

people in the school, about their signs, 

and even about themselves: 

Fifth Session 

TEACHER: 
What did you learn from the tests? 

TROY: 
••• t"1at we prot:,at:.,f!d skotAfd 

"1ave tAsed differe.-it colors, 

t,ecatAse gree.-i wwea.-is "eo J" 
.-iot "17ANCS~R," a.-id otAr desig.-i 

wastw 't good. 

GEORGIE: 
••• t"1at otwf!d o.-ie teaww s£1otAfd 

do tlite testit1g, or t'1at we 

skotAfd "1ave disctAssed it wwore. 

Signs, Symbols, and Codes 

4-29: How effective s the "Car Dan er" slgn7 

4-30: Data from the observation study of the "Skull Danger'' sign 

.. 12..L.a,.·. · .. o._ •. = ~· .N-1, 4 ;#£ ~ 
,~~·~ 

~ : 
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GABRIEL: 
I -t'1b1k we did a good job,1 ai1d 
-t'1at ot.1r sigi1 was good. It's 
jus-t -t"1at we didi1't ask t"1e 
satMe people, or t£1at we 17(17 ask 
t£.ie sawie people. Otliterwise, we 
did good. (Sowie -teawi wiewib,ers 
"1ad asked sc'1ool staff oi1fg1 

w"1ife o-t"1ers "1ad asked b,ot'1 
staff wieK1b,ers ai1d c'1ifdrei1 .. ) 

NATASHA: 
I was afraid -to ask people I b,t.1t 

tf.iieg were wiostlg i1ice ab,ot.1t i-t 1 

'1elpft.1I. "lllat st.1rprised wie. 

GEORGIE: 
We i1eeded -to b,e wiore orgai1ized 
wi-t'1 OlAr i10-tes ai1d s-tuff. (,allg 

s'1eets "1ad got-teVt los-t.) 

VINCENT: 
Most people doi1't .-iotice 
-t'1it1gs. A lo-t of people didi1'-t 
see t"1e sigVt I evei1 w'1eJ1 i-t was 
RleH1" i"HE:~/ 

SHEVAUN: 
~f::RYES017Y oVt t"1e teaWI i1eeds 
to coVttrib,ute. I wteai1, after t"1e 
w'1ol e -tes-t t"1it1g1 SOWie people 

oVt wig -teawi were sagit1g 1 "Well, 
wig idea was b,e-tur," -t'1oug'1 
tkeg litad NO ideas -to cont:rib,u-te 
wli1et1 we desigt1ed t£.ie tkiVtg/ 

GEORGIE: 
I gtAess t'1is is wlita-t -t"1e gug 

w'1o imeVtted -t"1e 11.S.OP" sigVt 

weVt-t t'1roug'1! 
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This last comment is very insightful. 

Georgie realized that every sign is a 

product of some sort of design-and-test 

procedure similar to the one they had 

just done. Felice was very pleased by the 

outcomes of this activity, although she 

had some critical reflections of her own: 

It's great that kids can devise 
their own tests, but how can I 
observe them as they are doing the 
testing? Obviously, they can work in 
their groups and record the data, but 
I wanted to be there too! 

How do I get the idea across that 
testing must be uniform-that all the 
data should be collected under the 
same conditions? 

How do I stop the testing from 
degenerating into "tricking someone" 
or "trying to scare someone"? These 
things happened with some teams. 

If we had more time, I would 
envision this leading to the next step 
of redesigning their signs based on 
the tests. 



You Need to Warn People That There Is 
a Hole in the Ground! by Christine Smith 

Christine developed a unit on symbols 

for her most difficult class, a sixth

grade science class. She met with this 

group for three single periods and one 

double period per week. With some 

exceptions, the students in this class 

were poorly motivated to do work, 

either in class or at home. A steady 

influx of new students during the year 

made matters even worse. She began 

her work on signs and symbols with 

a brainstorming session: 

Day 1: Brainstorming Signs 

I gathered the class together for a 
brainstorming session on signs. Some 
of my questions were: 

• What is a sign? 
• Why do we have signs? 
• What are some examples 

of signs? 

The results of the brainstorm really 
surprised me. The class had great 
ways of describing signs, and came 
up with a lot of ideas that I hadn't 
thought of. Some of their responses 
were: 

EDWIN: 
A sigt1 tells !Pt-4 sowietliii.-ig. 

NIORKA: 

JOSHUA: 
••• tells 90t-t wkat JPt-4 ~AN', 
do. 

LUISA: 
••• tells got-t wliiere to go. 

HAROLD: 
.Sig.-.s are for COK1K1t-tt1icati .-ig. 

NIORKA: 
A sigt1 is a COK1K1at1d sowieovie 
gives !Pt-4 wlilet1 tliieg are i;rgi.-ig 
to COK1Wlt.tt1icate • 

They gave lots of examples of 
signs, such as "STOP" signs, "NO 
PARKING" signs, and traffic lights. 

I wasn't sure how to classify 
traffic lights initially, so I asked the 
class how they are different from 
"STOP" signs. Someone suggested 
they are signs that are constantly 
changing. This was a new category 
I hadn't thought of. Also, the idea 
of sign language came up. The class 
decided that it didn't quite fit in the 
same category as traffic lights, but 
we never determined how to categorize 
hand signals. 

Signs, Symbols, and Codes 

Christine Smith was in her second year 

of teaching science at l S. 164, a large 

middle school in the Washington Heights 

section of Manhattan. There were many 

behavior problems in her classes, and 

she saw signs and symbols as a topic that 

would engage her students . 
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Christine's students quickly moved 

from a narrow conception of "sign"

a posted notice using graphic symbols 

and/or words-to a more general view. 

Both traffic lights and sign language 

use visual symbols, just as "STOP" 

signs and "NO PARKING" signs do. 

The difference, as one of the students 

pointed out, is that traffic lights (and 

sign language) are dynamic rather than 

static. They generate a sequence of 

symbols that change over time, while 

printed or painted signs always show 

the same thing. This distinction is also 

one of the major differences between 

written language, which is usually 

static, and spoken language, which 

is dynamic. Christine finished this 

session with a little game: 

The brainstorms and discussion 
can get tiresome for the students, 

so I often try to incorporate a game 
toward the end of class. I asked the 

students to list as many signs as they 
could in four minutes. This was fun, 

because then we went through the 
answers and students had to cross 
signs off their lists that other students 
had too. The person who had the 
most non-duplicated signs would win 

the game. We didn't actually finish, 

but the students really liked it. 

Next, Christine wanted her stu

dents to make their own sense of the 

concepts of a "sign" and a "symbol." 

She introduced this discussion with a 

fanciful tale about a distant planet: 
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Day 2 (double period): 
Definitions and Symbols 
Came 

I told my students: "Pretend I am a 
visitor from another planet where we 
do not have signs. Write a definition 
of 'sign' that will help me understand 
what it is." 

This warm-up activity worked 
great! Every student understood 
"sign" well enough to create a 
definition. Some of them were 
almost a page in length. As a class, 
we selected the most important 
ideas that needed to be incorporated 
in the definition. One resourceful 

student took a peek in the dictionary, 
and that helped too. We settled on 
the definition of a "sign" as "a piece 

of metal, wood, or paper, or a gesture, 
that gives information." 

In their written assignments, some 

students expanded this definition. For 

example, Gina wrote: 

,o wre, I t'1itik a sig11 is like a 
war11ii-tg. It tells goCA i-tot to 
b,rii-tg a pet or it is a red ligkt 

for cars to stop or it is a 
gree11 ligkt for cars to go. It 
SQ!!,S to b,e tquiet ii-t a lib,rarg. 

Christine then had her class consider 

the meaning of "symbol." Again, she 

led a brainstorming session. These are 

some of the characteristics of a "symbol" 

that they came up with: 

* r7rawii-tg words 
* SgK1b,ofs .-iever kave words 
* A skort wag to sag sowretkit'lg 
* A pictCAre or drawit'lg t"1at tells 

a cowrwra.-id 

The brainstorms always provide 
good opportunities for students to 
share their ideas and participate in 
class discussions. I've noticed that by 
writing students' names next to their 

ideas, I get an overwhelming number 
of comments, even from students 
who might otherwise not participate. 
One student created a Venn diagram 
showing the relationship between 
symbols and signs. (See Figure 4-31.) 

Our definition for "symbol" ended up 
being: "A picture that stands for or 
represents something." 

~4-31 :~Venil dllilgram· relating ·signs and' symbols 
. ·,: .f. . .·. . ··---~---
- ~- .... •.,--;, 

♦ -:·,. 



By this point, they were in the middle 

of a double-period class of about 80 

minutes. The students were beginning 

to get restless, so Christine introduced 

another symbols game. Her classroom 

had six rows of six seats each, divided 

in the middle by a wide aisle. She 

made all the students on each side of 

the aisle into a team and challenged 

each of the two teams to be the first to 

come up with the meaning of each 

"mystery symbol." Christine writes: 

We made up a symbol guessing 
game where each team could get a 
point for being the first to guess the 
correct message behind a symbol. At 
first, I drew the symbols on the 
board, but after the first few, I started 
having students come up to draw 
them. The class really seemed to like 
this activity. I think a large part of it 
was the excitement of writing on the 
board. I was surprised at how many 
symbols they were familiar with! 

For homework, I asked them to 
find signs with just words, signs with 
only symbols, and signs with both 
words and symbols. (See Figure 4-32.) 

Christine had now engaged her 

students in thinking about what signs 

and symbols are, how they work and 

what they mean. The next step was to 

have them design some. As a warm-up 

activity, Christine asked them to think of 

and draw some signs that used no words. 

An example is shown in Figure 4-33. 

Signs, Symbols, and Codes 

4-32: Examples of signs and symbols 

i~-5-\op 

. ~. te\lo. w ... - =H 
~r-ee..,-.50. 

4-33: Signs that use no words, with explanations 

-

n 
Jt:'"~"\ 

: ~...,1 

' ..... 
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4-34: "SCHOOL IS CLOSED" 

4-35: "SCIENCE LAB UPSTAIRS" 
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Day 3: Creating Signs 
Without Words 

After the warm-up activity, I gave 
each group an index card with a 
message on it and told them not to 
show anyone else their card. They 
needed to create a sign to tell peo
ple this message without using any 
words. Some of the messages were: 

• You want to tell people that 
school is closed. 

• You need to warn people that 
there is a hole in the ground, so 
they won't fall in. 

• You want to tell people not to 
shut the shades. 

• You want to tell people that the 
sun is so bright, they should 
buy sunglasses. 

• You want to tell people that the 
Science Lab is upstairs. 

• You want to tell people that 
they can get the subway 
downstairs. 

• You want to warn people to be 
careful of a hot liquid, such as 
cocoa or coffee. 

Some samples of the students' work 

are shown in Figures 4-34, 4-35, and 4-36. 

The class really liked this activity, 
which came off much better than I 

had expected. Most of the class 
worked in pairs, but there were a 
few students who preferred to work 
on their own. I was surprised by the 
number of common symbols the 
students already knew about and 
incorporated into their signs. 



Giancarlo and Joshua had the problem 
of symbolizing a hole in the road and 
of warning pedestrians not to fall in. 
They drew road barriers set up in a 
square. I was surprised that they 
thought of that, and even more 
shocked when the class later translated 
the sign to mean "DANGER!" Another 
group drew a price tag with a "$" on 
it to represent "FOR SALE." 

To finish this unit, Christine want

ed to do something that would both be 

fun and provide some closure. Her plan 

was to have the students try to identify 

what each sign meant. Like Felice, she 

also wanted her students to look at the 

signs critically and to think about how 

they could be improved. Here is her 

account: 

Day 4: Sign Quiz/Came 

Initially, I designed this game as a 
quiz. Although they had been doing 
well so far with signs and symbols, 
they tend to need a lot of structure 
to get anything accomplished. 

I had them number a paper from 
1 to 9, the number of signs. I then 
held up each of their signs from the 
previous day, one by one, and asked 
everyone to write down the message 
they thought the sign was supposed 
to give. They loved trying to figure 
out the signs. 

Once everyone had written down 
their answers, we went through 
them again, and they began to guess 

out loud. I had been certain that 
most of the signs would be too 
confusing for them, but I was wrong. 
I guess that sixth-grade minds must 
all be on the same wavelength! 

They recognized the flask as 
representing the Science Lab, saw
horses as symbols for "DANGER," 
and interpreted the circle on top 
of a pole as "SUBWAY ENTRANCE." 

As we discussed each sign, I 
raised several questions with them: 

• What is confusing about this 
sign? 

• Which symbols make the mean
ing clear? 

• What could we do to make the 
sign easier to understand? 

Everyone was really nice about 
giving and receiving suggestions for 
how the signs could be improved. 
We spent a lot of time talking about 
the warning sign for hot liquids 
(Figure 4-36). One of the issues was 
color. The steam was drawn in blue, 
and no one figured out what it was. 
Edwin suggested using red around 
the cup, to indicate heat. It became 
clear that color is important in some 
signs, in helping people to understand 
the message. 

We also had some different ways 
of representing "NO" or "DON'T DO 
THIS" in signs. The class picked up on 
this. Also, they wanted to know: 

Are tliiere -tiwies w'1e11 we witAst 
tAse wort:ls 011 a sig11 -to get -t'1e 
wiessage across? 

Signs, Symbols, and Codes 

The discussion after the quiz/ game 
was the best opportunity the students 
had for sharing. When the students' 
work was presented to the class for 
critique, they were able to explain 
the ideas behind the various symbols 
they had included. 

Like Felice Piggott, Christine 

enabled her students to look at their 

own and one another's designs critically, 

and to analyze what parts did and didn't 

work. However, Christine's class had 

little experience in doing this kind of 

evaluation, which made their achieve

ment all the more impressive. One of 

the most important goals of a design 

activity should be to foster children's 

willingness to subject their own work 

to some sort of objective evaluation. 

Developing respect for evidence is a 

major goal in both science and 

technology education. 

In reflecting on this unit, Christine 

felt that it had been more successful 

than she had anticipated. Her students 

had worked together as a group, and 

many students took their ideas and 

questions home with them. At the 

same time, there were some pieces that 

she felt were lacking. Here is Christine's 

overall evaluation: 
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Looking back, the class did a really 
good job with these activities. They 
thought a lot, and participated in 
class discussions more than usual. 
There were definitely some com
plaints, along the lines of "What does 
this have to do with science?" On the 
whole, though, the students were 
finally thinking about our class outside 
of the building. They would come 

in with stories about interesting or 
misleading signs, or show me signs 
they had created themselves. 
Unfortunately, they sometimes created 
these signs during a class discussion 
or other unrelated activity. 

I saw positive sides of students 
who previously had contributed very 
little. The Quiz/Game Day was the 
first really fun day we had had as a 

Hand Signals for Student Needs 
by Angel Gonzalez 

September 9 
(the first day of school) 

The class had just completed a few 
hours with their regular teacher, Mr. 
Johnson, and had begun to review 
rules and routines. I introduced the 
topic by asking the class how order, 
respect, and organization are main
tained in a classroom. The students 
listed various rules. I pointed out that 
in any situation, people will devise 
ways of working, living, or playing 
with each other to prevent chaos and 
have a happy and productive time 
together. These methods could be 
called "social practices." 

Eric added that social practices 
are like demands on people. I 
agreed, and asked the class to think 
of organizational problems that they 
faced in class, and that they could 
work together to solve. Here is the 
brainstorming list: 
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1. GeatiJ'lg arra.-igewievitsj 
z. Gt,.-uJevits aski.-ig to go 

to tl,,e toilet, a.-id tl,,erel,! 
disrtApti.-ig tke flow of a 
st.or! or class disctAssio.-ij 

~- GttAdevits i;alki.-ig otAt of 
ttArVlj 

'I-. t:Maotic class lii1e-1Ap.sj 
5. Need for K1ore tiwie for ftAvi 

activities stAc'1 as tJ3f1K11 

recess, avid gawies. 

Angel has wisely chosen to begin this 

unit on the very first day of school, a 

time when new rules and procedures 

are being established. He used this 

occasion to involve the students in a 

discussion of how rules and procedures 

are used to govern their behavior. The 

brainstorming session on social practices 

set the stage for the signs-and-symbols 

design project that followed: 

class in a long time. 
The next time I do this activity, I 

will incorporate graphing as a way 
of representing how well people 
understand the signs. I would have 
liked to have them figure out a way 
to gather, categorize, and represent 
the data on the effectiveness of 
their signs. 

Angel Gonzalez is a science specialist at 

the Family Academy, a public elementary 

school in Central Harlem, New YtJrk 

City. Angel meets with one class at a 

time, while their regula,r teacher has a 

"prep" period. Often, he tries to collaborate 

with the regula,r classroom teachers, so 

that his lessons will carry over into the 

rest of the curriculum. 



September 16 

We reviewed the definition of "social 
practices" and went over the exam
ples we had listed. As a class, we 
could come up with ways to lessen 
the disruptions caused by students 
needing to go to the bathroom. What 
other needs could lead to disruptions, 
if students had to ask each time? The 
class made the following list of issues, 
which could result in a student 
disrupting the class: 

* Wa.-iti.-ig water to dritikj 
* Needii-,g to sl,,arpe.-i o.-ie1 s pe.-icilj 

* Havitig to go to t'1e Office; 
* Needittg to tASe t'1e ~atkrooK1. 

I asked each individual to write 
down their ideas for solving these 
problems. I then divided the students 
into groups of three or four, and had 
the students share their ideas within 
each group. Each group then had to 
present its best solution to the class. 

The overwhelming consensus 
was that we should devise signals to 
communicate these needs without 
speaking. We discussed how the 
signals could be made by the hands, 
by any other part of the body, or in 
any other way. I asked for other uses 
of signals made with the hands or 
body. They came up with examples 
from baseball: 

* -rJ.,e catcl1er sigmls tke pi~erj 
"' ,ke 1AK1pi re K1akes a sig.-ial t'1at 

K1eat1s1 "YotA1re otAt/ 11 

"' 1'1e rAK1pire kas a.-iotker sigvraf 

tkat sa~s 1 "!Safe!" 

In looking for solutions to the 

classroom interruption problem, 

Angel's students recognized that they 

would have to come up with a means 

of silent communication. What tech

niques could they use? Drawings and 

graphic images can communicate with

out sound, but these would have to be 

drawn each time or kept handy for use 

when needed. A simpler solution is to 

use one's own body to make the signals. 

The teams met again to devise their 
codes. As an assignment, I asked 
them to refine their ideas, and to 
come back ready to write them 
down. We would have to figure out 
how to select the best ideas. 

Signs, Symbols, and Codes 
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September 23 & 24 

Each team proposed signals to be 
used for six different messages. (See 

Figure 4-37.) Only one set of symbols 

could be tested. We decided that we 

would vote on all of the groups' pro

posals for each symbol by a show of 

hands. The process of voting was 

tedious but productive. We decided in 

a fair way, and everyone's ideas were 

considered and respected. 

After we had decided exactly 

which hand signals would be tested, 

I asked each team to take one of the 

signals and make a few drawings of 

it. (See Figure 4-38.) 

The students had an important 

stake in selecting the designs to be test

ed. Not only would they be using these 

signals themselves, but also the signals 

would eventually be introduced 

throughout the school. It was essential 

that everyone's voice be heard and that 

the decisions be made in the fairest 

possible way. 

Once the decisions had been made, 

the students faced another design 

problem: How would they inform 

everyone about the new hand signals? 

They decided to have each group make 

its own drawings of the six hand sig

nals and to empower a committee to 

select the best ones. 
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4-37: Proposed set of symbols 

~

. 

---- . 

-- -- . __..,,..---

---- -
4-38: Tracing the drawing for "I need to go to the bathroom" 



October 1 

Today, the teams finished their 
drawings. We had an adequate 
number of drawings of each hand 
signal. During lunch period, a 
committee of seven students met 
and made the final selection for 
each one. I suggested that they 
pick the one that demonstrated 
how to make the signal most clearly. 

After the selections had been 
made, I had the students trace the 
drawings with a marker, to improve 
their legibility when photocopied. 
Some had to be reduced, while oth
ers had to be enlarged. I typed the 
meaning of each symbol, and let 
them choose the font. (See Figure 
4-39.) Then the committee photo
copied the key and gave them to 
Mr. Johnson to begin using them. 
His class would pilot-test them. 
He agreed to introduce them one 
at a time until they were all learned. 

For homework, Angel asked the 

students to discuss the evaluation of 

the symbols and reflect on the process 

of designing them: 

Signs, Symbols, and Codes 

4-39: key to hand slgnals 

, ....... 80CIWI'. 

1aaec1-, .. 11oo11. 

Developed by Mr. Johnson's 5th Grade to help stop interruptions during lessons. 
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1. How will we know if the signals 
are successful? 

SOPHIE: 
~ecause if we could K1ake .-iew 

sig.-ials I tl-1e.-i all kids i.-i tke 
FaK1ilg AcadeWtg a.-id all people 

would love it. 

* Stude.-its will (use t"1e) sigMfs. 
* 'Tl-1ere' ff t,e fess i.-iterruptio.-is. 
* Adults will k.-iow wkat tl-1eg K1eaJ1. 

CHRISTOPHER: 
First we will k.-iow t,g trgi.-ig it 
o.-i t'1e first grade. 'Tke.-i we 
coK1e 1:,ack a co£Aple of dags 

later a.-id we see kow t'1e sig.-iafs 
are worki.-ig. If tke sigi1als work 

t"1e.-i we go to everg otker class 1 

a.-id see if it works t'1ere. If it 
does.-i 't work tke.-i we coWte 
1:,ack to Scie.-ice. 'Tl-1e COK1Wtittee 

would pick SOWie K1ore sig.-is. 

'Tke.-i we do tl-1at all over agai.-i. 

2. What are your feelings and reflec
tions about our work with signals? 

SOPHIE: 
We kati fiAH a.-id I fef,t; good wke.-i 
just £AS tke .Stk grade K1ade tke 
first grade trg to lear.-i kow to 

K1ake sig.-iafs wke.-i t'1eg grow up. 
'Tl-1eg alreadg are startii,,g to 
fear.-i kow to do it • ••• Wkei,, Mr. 
AJltgel told us tkat t'1eg were 

Design Your Own Brand! by Angel Gonzalez 

Working with another fifth-grade class, 

Angel developed an activity that explores 

how symbols often work covertly to 

influence people. He had his students 

analyze advertisements and product 

packaging for symbols and hidden 

messages. They then designed their own 

advertising campaigns for snack packages, 

which they sold in the school to raise 

funds for hurricane relief Here is Angel's 

account: 
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September 28 

I provided Ms. Harris's class with a 
bulk supply of snack foods. These 
were to be sold to the rest of the 
school community to raise funds for 
victims of Hurricane Georges, which 
had recently struck the Caribbean. 

The idea was to put the snack 
products in small plastic bags and 
market them as though they came in 
a variety of brands. Each team would 
have to design its own brand and 
develop a marketing campaign for 
selling it. 

leari,,ii,,g kow to do it, I was so 

excited t,ecause (of) all tke kard 

work to K1ake tkeK-1. 

STEPHANIE: 
I t'1ii,,k it (is) ftAi,, wkei,, gou do 

t'1at aJltd it (is) ftAi,, wkei,, gou 

vote ••• .SOK1e of t"1e sigmfs are 

HOt rig.,t;, aJltd I t'1ii,,k we skoufd 
kave a vote oi,, t'1e sigmfs agaii,, 
so we ca.-i ki-,ow wkic.k oi,,e is 
good. We sko£Ald trg t'1e sigmls 
first t,efore puttiiitg it arotAJltd t'1e 
roowr •••• If int:errc,tptioi,,s are wli,at 
we talk af.?out I K1a#e ot'1er peo
ple ii,, t"1e world cai,, feari,, sigmfs. 

I divided the class into teams of 
four to six each and explained that 
the mission of each team would be to 
sell the largest quantity of a particu
lar type of snack. They would have to 
compete with the other teams by 
creating advertising messages that 
would influence students to buy their 
brand. 

After I presented this idea of mar
keting snacks, the students asked if 
they could actually taste the snacks 
that they would be trying to sell. Of 
course, I agreed wholeheartedly, say
ing that one could not market some
thing without trying it first. 



In order to create their own ads, 
they would first have to study how 
advertising gimmicks work to 
convince children to buy one brand 
of a product instead of another. I 
presented them with copies of the 
front of a cereal box (Figure 4-40) 
and the "Analyze an Ad" worksheet 
(Figure 4-41). 

After our initial meeting, I 

showed each of the teams the origi
nal box cover so they could scruti
nize it up close. After the teams 
wrote their individual and group 
analyses in their journals, the team 
representatives shared the following 
observations: 

• The ad targets children. 
• The basic colors were yellow, 

brown, red, black, white and 
silver. Some people found them 
to be attractive, while others 
thought they were ugly. 

• Gregory noticed that all of the 
elements of the ad were placed 
against the background of a 
giant waffle. 

• The box cover creates an illu
sion of motion by the use of 
curves in the wording, and the 
little waffles emerging from a 
waffle maker at the top. These 
waffles become larger and 
larger until they plop into the 
bowl at the bottom. 

I told them that we would be 
analyzing more ads and TV commercials 
to give us more ideas for symbols we 
might use to design the various brands 
of snacks. I explained that about half 
the teams would have "cheese curls" 
to sell and the other half would have 
"animal crackers." 

Signs, Symbols, and Codes 

4-40: Cereal box cover 

4-41 : "Analyze an Ad" worksheet 

Analyze An Ad 

Take an ad. Study the ad. First alone and then as a team, answer 
the following questions: 

• What is the name of the product? 
• What is being sold? 
• Who are they trying to get to buy the product? 
• How are colors, shapes, or words used? 
• What makes this ad appealing? 
• How are people, places, or things used in the ad? 
• Do you like the name of the product? Why or why not? 
• What ideas would you use for your ad? 
• How is the background used? 
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For homework, I asked them to look 
at the covers of any food packages to 
get ideas for marketing their own 
brands. The session ended with lots 
of interest and enthusiasm. 

September 29 

I presented the class with a few 
videotaped TV commercials from 
Saturday morning cartoon program
ming. The ads featured dolls, action 
figures, toy weapons, and candy. I 
asked the students to analyze these 
commercials in the same way they 
had examined the cereal box cover. 
They pointed out the following: 

* T'1e iV ads depicted '1appg 
c'1Hdre11 a11d exciti11g actio11 to 
ot:,te:ti11 t'1e viewer5 1 i11terest. 

* ,'1eg wiade fake t'1i11gs (stAc'1 
a5 dolls a11d togs) look real. 

* ,'1eg skowed dolls doi11g 
t'1i11gs t'1at 0111g real people 
ca11 do. 

* ,lite ca11dg ads tAsed a11iwiatio11 
to wiake t'1e ca11dg seewi to 
cowie alive. 

Unfortunately, student disruptions 
caused an early end to this discussion. 
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October 5 

Today the class behaved a lot better. 
We were able to analyze magazine 
ads for clothing, cosmetics, and cars, 
as well as more cereal boxes. I used 
some of these items to decorate a 
classroom bulletin board. Each group 
presented their analysis of one ad 
using the "Analyze an Ad" work
sheet. (See Figure 4-41.) They were 
able to see a variety of techniques 
and intended audiences. 

Charmaine wrote the following in 
her journal about the TV commercials: 

1l1eg1re trgi11g to sell a doll called 
AK1azi11g Awrg. Theg wal"lt tAS to 
t:,tAg it I MtA5e it talks. 1l1eg slilow 
oatwieal wit'1 dil"IOSQtArs al"ld eggs 
so gotA woCAld t:,CAg ( t'1e oatwieal). 
••• Theg sliiow ~tg Spa@'!etti 
cowie apart al"ld sttAff t:,tAt .sowie
tiwies it tfoe~•t recrllg tfo t'1at. 

Angel felt that the time had come for 

them to create their own ads. By looking 

at TV and magazine ads and cereal 

boxes, they had gathered many ideas, 

which they could now incorporate into 

their own designs. Creating their own 

marketing campaigns would make them 

even more aware of how advertisers use 

hidden symbols for persuasion. 

October 6 

I explained that each team would 
have about 20 zip-lock bags of snacks 
to sell. They will use their ads as 
labels for these packages. They can 
also make larger versions to post 
around the school. I limited the col
ors of these ads to black, white, and 
gray, which are the only colors that 
could be photocopied. It would have 
been too time-consuming to color 
each of 20 or more copies by hand. 

To start with, I asked the class to 
make a list of items that would be 
essential to include in their ads. They 
came up with the following ideas: 

1. erap£•1ics I w£tic'1 cotAfd i11cl1Ade 
cartoons, pictCAres, etc. 

z.. ~ra11d 11awie 

~- ~wipa11g 11awre 
If. Talk a!:,oCAt t'1e prodtAct 1 

possit:,fg i11cltAdi11g Ji11gles, 
i11 clear-cCAt fa11g1Aage 

S. Actioiii 
6. L-ogo 
7. Offeri11g 11freet:,ies11 

I assigned three groups to pro
mote "animal crackers" and the other 
three groups to design campaigns for 
"cheese curls." The groups worked 
well and became excited about the 
task, especially after receiving sam
ples of their products for tasting. The 
three "animal crackers" teams made 
up the following brand names: 



The teams selling "cheese curls" 
selected these names: 

1. 17~ l!Meese ~ru.-icl-1 
(see Fi9ure '+-'+Z) 

Z. Pirate eirls l!Meese l...o9s 
(see Fi9ure '+-'+~) 

~- Wolf Pack 

As I rotated among the teams, 
I suggested that they darken their 
sketches and lettering so they would 
stand out better when photocopied. 
At the end of the class, I collected 
their drafts and agreed to photocopy 
them, so they could see what the 
copies would look like, before making 
them final. At lunchtime, a committee 
helped to copy the ads, finalize 
the brand labels, cut them out, and 
organize them for packaging. 

4-42: DECK Cheese Crunch 

,_.,, ~·~ 
'-' 

J 
I'-> .] 

J,,J ,.., 1 r7 

-,,-. 

r 
L-1 '--!-. 1 

.'\~,: "'-: · .. 

~~ 

4-43: The Pirate Clrls Brand 

D 
J) 
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October 15 

Another committee volunteered to 
pack snacks of equal amounts, plus 
the proper labels, in the zip-lock 
bags. It was a tedious assembly-line 
process, but the children really 
enjoyed it, especially since they got 
to keep broken or leftover snack 
pieces. The idea of having lunchtime 
committees has worked very well, 
because these tasks are difficult to 
manage with the whole class. 

October 19 

We now have about 20 bags of each 
brand of cheese curls and the same 
amount of each brand of animal 
crackers. All the bags have equal 
amounts of snack food. Each bag has 
a 4 1 / 4" by S 1 /2" photocopied 
brand label in it. This size allowed 
four labels to be copied on one sheet 
of standard-sized paper. The bags 
will be sold for 25 cents each. 

The class brainstormed and 
defined the tasks that needed to be 
done to prepare for the sale. Many 
students were preoccupied with their 
brand labels and wanted to continue 
working on them. As Didi said, 
"What can you do to make people 
buy your brand? How can we change 
people's minds?" Some students 
wanted to improve on their ads by 
putting in prizes, fixing up their 
graphics, or adding coupons. 
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I expressed sympathy with their 
concerns, but stressed that our goal 
was to see what influences kids 
towards buying a particular product. 
Our analysis and conclusions would 
help us improve our advertising 
campaigns in the future. I was 
pleased that they were thinking 
critically about how to sell their 
products. These ideas would be 
important in our evaluation of what 
worked well and what did not. 

Some students saw the activity as 

a competition whose purpose was to 

see who could sell the most snack 

packages. Angel had to remind them 

that the goal of the project was to 

learn about how symbols work in 

selling a product. A competitive 

atmosphere can easily obscure the 

educational goals of an activity. 

We developed some questions to 
guide us in developing a plan for the 
sale and for collecting data: 

* How cati we fitid otAt wkg 
sowieotie b,01,1g'1t otie b,ratid 
instead of atiot'1er? 

* How will we b,e fair to all 
b,ratids? 

* How will tke s.-iacks b,e dis
plaged oti t'1e tab,fe for safe? 

* W'1at records will we keep? 
* W'1at itiforwratioti do we tieed 

frowr tke b,1,19er? Wlilat s'1o1,1fd 
we ask t'1ewr? 

* W'1o will do tke seffi.-ig? 
* Wko will q1,1estiot1 tke b,1,19ers? 

Each of the teams discussed these 
questions among themselves, and then 
shared their ideas with the class. 

We made the following decisions: 

1. Otifg ~ or '+ of Ms. Harri.s's 
sttAdetits will b,e seffi.-ig at at19 
otie tiwre. 

z. Otifg otie package of eac"1 
b,ratid will b,e displaged at atig 
otie tiwie. 

~. ,lite b,ratid t1awres will b,e 
placed iti afpl,,,ab,eticaf order. 

'+. Otilg otie tgpe of st1ack 
(atiiwraf crackers or c'1eese 
c1,1rfs) will b,e sold at atig ot1e 
tiwie 1 to wrake it easier to 
collect data. 

S. Otifg otie sttAdetit will b,e 
allowed to go s'1oppit10 at 
at19 otie ti wre. 

6. After eac"1 safe, tlile b,1,1~er 
will b,e asked 1 

11 W'1g did 901,1 
ckoose tkat b,ratid over tke 
otlilers?" Alf data will b,e 
recorded. 

7. Otie persoti will collect wrotie~ 
atid keep a record of tke 
awrotAtit collected. 

8. We will keep a tallg of tke 
l'IIAwrb,er of packa0es sold of 
eack b,ratid. 

9. ~tAgers wi I I i1ot ki1ow t'1e 
ptArpose of tke sttAdg. ,ke~ 
will b,e told ot1f~ tkat t"1e 
proceeds will go to victiwrs 
of H1,1rricat1e eeor0es. 



On October 21, the snack sales took 
place. All of the students who 
bought the snacks came from the 
fourth-grade classes. As one of 
Ms. Harris's fifth-graders was making 
the sale, another was taking data. 
On the data form, the recorder 
wrote down the name and grade of 
the buyer, the brand they selected, 
and the reason they gave for their 
choice. (See Figure 4-44.) The recorder 
also kept a tally sheet showing the 
number of bags sold of each brand. 
(See Figure 4-4S.) 
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4-44: Data form 

Science Study Snack Sale 
Interview~sName_______ : r'_ 
Date e)~ 21!1+ Teacher ~. ·rQ)(': 

Name of ~uyer/ grade. Brand Bought Why.Picbd This Brand? 

. -~she>-
.. -· . -- . :f h . ·,,,-

:~ 0 r'l , . ,.:..,. I et-h-se... ~ ,1 ""~ 

.. ~. j--1L+_,-,_....::._--4-~~~~..;...._~...;._· -----.------ •"-'_ ,.__J 

A,eheHe ~, ahe.. i~~ 
rn.~· 

. 4-45: Tally sheet 

Ms. Harris' Class Snack Sale·&· Study 

Tally of Cheese Curls Bags Sold 

Plnte Gbtl Lop WollPac:k Dedt Cheese Crunch 

-1-ttt JI' I 

I Total q I Total 2:rz ! Total 7 
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October 26 

I guided them through the analysis 

of the data. They produced a lot of 
work and then shared their findings. 
To assist them in interpreting the 
information gathered from the 

sale, I distributed a worksheet. 

(See Figure 4-46.) 

Questions #1 through #5 on the 

worksheet asked students co summarize 

the data from the survey forms and 

rally sheers, which they were generally 

able co do correcrly. Questions #6 and 

#7, and #9 through #11 were nor well 

understood by rhe students. Evidently, 

considerably more discussion would 

have been needed co clarify the meaning 

and intent of these questions. With 

chis particular class, Angel felt char he 

had gone about as far as he could, 

because the work was already "coo 

abstract for many." 

Question #8 was the most interest

ing. This question separated potential 

audiences according co their age 

groups. Kendra explained how she 

thought each group would respond co 

the brands her class had created: 
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4-46: Data analysis worksheet 

Different Brands Snack Sale 

Data Analysis Gulde 

a. Study the tally and interview sheets. 

b. Answer these questions as best as you can. 

c. Graph your data. Can you graph tallies for each gender? 

d. What questions do you have and what are your answers, if any? 

Questions: 

1. What were the total sales for each brand? 

2. Which brand sold the most? ... the least? 

3. How many children in total bought that type of snack (e.g., cheese curls)? 

4. Did the boys prefer one brand over the others? 

5. Did the girls prefer one brand over the others? 

6. What other information would be helpful in analyzing your data? 

7. Do you think we needed to sell to more students to get a better picture of 

what influences them to buy a brand? 

8. Do you think grown-ups would buy the same pattern as the fourth-graders 

did? How about teenagers? How about first-graders? 

9. What conclusions can you make about your data? 

10. What would you do differently in the future? 

11. If you were trying to sell more snacks to fourth-graders, how would you adver

tise to them in the future? What about the other age groups? Gender groups? 



erowi1-tAps: Yes I t,ecatAse t"1eg 
like t"1e i1aK-1e t1rai1t:ls. 

"feettagers: 17efii1itelg t"1eg will 
t1tAg it, t,ecatAse it's t1etweei1 t"1e 
Wolf Pack (a poptAlar wrestlittg 
teaK-1) ai1d t"1e Pirate eirls. 

Fi~-grat:lers: (i'keg) K'la! '10t kJ10W 
t1eaatASe ~ ~•t pag attetrtioi1 
to see wkat t,ri;mt:I tkeg1 II pick. 

Angel's students saw how characters 

from popular culture can be used to 

sell products. By selling exactly the 

same product under different brand 

names, they became aware of how 

advertisers manipulate consumers. 

Ads and commercials use symbols and 

personalities that are familiar to the 

public to trick them into thinking that 

one brand is better than another, when 

in fact they are identical. Angel's 

students also saw that these symbols 

are more effective with some audiences 

than with others. "Wolf Pack," for 

example, would not have the same 

appeal to adults or first-graders as it 

did for fourth-graders and teenagers. 

This is an example of how the context 

affects the usefulness of a symbol. 

Angel's students did their own sum

mary and evaluation of the project: 

October 28 

The class shared the following ideas 
regarding their work on creating and 
marketing snack brands: 

1. One has to put oneself in the 
minds of the people you are 
selling to. 

2. One needs to use lots of color 
and animation in advertising. 

3. One needs to create a feeling 
of action in an ad. 

4. The designing of ads and labels 
was a brain-stretcher which 
forced us to think of sayings. 

Kendra wrote the following sum
mary of the project: 

"f"1e class ai1al~et:I t"1e prot:ltActs 

t"1at we are goittg to sell. Mg 
teaK-t K-tat:le t"1e ttaK-te of t"1e 
prot:ltAct t,g t'1b1kittg w'1at ttawie 
will fit. It was ftAi11 t1ecatAse we 
cotAlt:1 K-rake picttAres of t"1e ttaK-te 

ti-lat we "1at:I picket:1. It was '1art:I 1 

t,ecatAse gotA "1at:I to attal~e t'1e 
grap'1ittg of I-low K-tattg people 
picket:I wl1ic"1 oi1es t"1eg like. Also 
tptA cat1 tAse taHg K-tarks to '1elp 
gotA. "f'1e total sales are fortg
t"1ree i"' al I. "f'1e t1ogs preferret:I 
tl-1e Wrestlii-,g over tli,e Pirate 

eirls or t"1e 17~ c'1eese ctArls. 
"f"1e girls preferret:I t"1e Pirate 

eirls. Ii-, t"1e ftAttAre, I will keep 

t"1e i-,awie t1rai1t:I of K-tg prot:ltAct 1 

so w'1e.-i I grow tAp1 t"1e people 
will ki-,ow K-tg prot:ltAct is faK-totAs. 
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